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Faculty Senate 

 

April 6, 2022 

Order of Business 

4:30 p.m. virtually in Microsoft Teams 

www.coastal.edu/facultysenate 

 

 

 

 

I. CALL TO ORDER – Brian Bunton, Chair 

 

II. ROLL CALL – Wanda Dooley, Secretary 

III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES – March 2, 2022 (attached) 

IV. CONSENT AGENDA – attached  

    
V. PRESIDENT, PROVOST AND OTHER ADMINISTRATIVE REPORTS 

 

VI. EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REPORT 

 

A. Undergraduate Administrative Actions #18-20 and Graduate Administrative Actions #10 

were generated and approved from the March 2, 2022 meeting. Refer to the March 2, 

2022 Faculty Senate Order of Business for complete details.  

  

AA-18:  Approval of March 2, 2022 Consent Agenda 

AA-19:  Approval to the Fall 2023 and Fall/Winter 2024 calendars 

AA-20:  Approval to adjust timing of student evaluations in ACAD-127 

 

GC-10:  Approval of graduate items on March 2, 2022 Consent Agenda 

 

B. Statement of Corrections were generated for AA_17 in the 2021-22 academic year clarifying 

course title for ROTC 402L and correcting two typos found for ARTS 204 Introductions to 

Ceramics. 

 

VII. COMMITTEE REPORTS 

 

VIII. OLD BUSINESS 

 

A. Academic Affairs Committee (moved and seconded out of committee) 
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1. Motion: Proposal to introduce a new policy ACAD-139: University Requirements 

for Students with Under 30 Credit Hours. 

       

ACAD-139 Policy 

Draft
 

2. Motion: Proposal for changes to the Academic Status Policy. 

                                

Academic Status 

with track changes
     

Academic Status  

Clean copy w/edits
 

 

IX. NEW BUSINESS  

       

 

A. Student Life Committee (moved and seconded out of committee) 

 

1. Motion: Proposal for changes to the Code of Student Conduct 

  

22-23 CSC Edits for 

SLC (1).pdf

22-23 CSC Edits 

Memo (1).pdf

SLC_MOTION.pdf

 
 

B. Academic Affairs Committee (moved and seconded out of committee) 

 

1. Motion: Proposal for a new undergraduate program: B.S. in Marine Coastal 

Environmental Science (MCES) (Form D ID# 706) 
  

                                                   

Form D ID 706_New 

UG Program.pdf
 

2. Motion: Proposal for revisions of policy ACAD-127: Student Evaluation of 

Courses 

ACAD_127_Updated

_April 2022.pdf
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  3. Motion: Proposal for changes in undergraduate course(s): 

 Department of Communication, Media and Culture 

Proposed revision(s): Changes to course descriptions, prerequisites, course 

levels, course prefix, semesters offered, and course titles.  (Form A – ID# 663)  

 

 

                                        

Form_A_ID 663.pdf

 
          

 

X. ANNOUNCEMENTS 

 

XI. GOOD OF THE ORDER 

 

XII. ADJOURNMENT  





MEMORANDUM 
 
 
TO:  Student Life Committee, Faculty Senate 
     
FROM:  Peter Paquette  Erin McDonald   Clayton Whitesides 
  Dean of Students  Associate Dean of Students Academic Integrity Officer 
 
DATE:  March 14, 2022 
 
RE:  2022-2023 Code of Student Conduct Changes 
 


III. Academic Integrity Code  


Administrative/non-substantive: shifts terminology from “hearing” to “meeting”. This language is consistent 
elsewhere throughout the Academic Integrity code. 


Location(s): CSC III.E.b. 


Current Language: 


b. College Academic Integrity Committee (CAIC) 


• The CAIC may uphold or modify the decision from the student-faculty hearing. In second-offense 
cases, the CAIC will not issue a sanction at a level lower than what was assigned in the faculty hearing. 


Proposed Language: 


b. College Academic Integrity Committee (CAIC) 


• The CAIC may uphold or modify the decision from the student-faculty meeting. In second-offense 
cases, the CAIC will not issue a sanction at a level lower than what was assigned in the student-faculty 
meeting. 


 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 


IV. Non-Academic Conduct Code 


 


Administrative/non-substantive: replaces “assistant dean for student conduct” with “associate dean of students” in 4 
separate places to reflect title and responsibility changes in administration. 


Location(s): CSC IV.A.1.; CSC IV.G.3.a.; CSC IV.G.3.b.; CSC IV.G.3.c. 


 


Numerical/non-substantive: ordinal change for policies “21: Other” and “22: Citizenship Conduct”. Reorders these to 
“21: Citizenship Conduct” and “22: Other” to allow the intended catch-all for any potential concerns not explicitly 
outlined elsewhere serve as the last policy in the code. 


Location(s): CSC IV.C.21.; CSC IV.C.22 
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I.   INTRODUCTION 
 


Communities are vital to developing growth and maturity in individuals. Living in a community requires knowledge, integrity, 


and mutual respect. A strong and effective community helps individuals mold habits and values that enable them to achieve 


personal satisfaction and contribute to a better world. University rules and regulations are designed to protect individual 


liberties and the values stated in the University’s mission statement, especially the commitment to “develop students who are 


both knowledgeable in their chosen fields and prepared to be productive, responsible, healthy citizens with a global 


perspective … while adopting the highest standards of integrity and accountability, and committing [the University] to 


excellence through continuous self-improvement.” See page 19 of this document for the full mission statement of Coastal 


Carolina University. 
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II.  STUDENT RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
 


A. General Information 
Responsibility for good conduct rests with students as individuals. All members of the campus community are expected to use 


reasonable judgment in their daily lives to show concern for the welfare and rights of others. Educational institutions are not 


sanctuaries from the jurisdiction of the civil and criminal laws of the communities and states where such institutions exist. If in 


violation of city, state, or federal laws, the student may be accountable to those authorities, as well as to University authorities 


if the conduct violates University standards. Some prohibited conduct may necessitate response through both the academic 


and non-academic processes of the Code of Student Conduct. 


 


Students are entitled to safety and privacy, but the University will conduct facility inspections for maintenance, health, or 


safety purposes. Also, the University may conduct search and seizure operations when the health and safety of persons or 


property are involved.  


 


To serve the interests of all students, the University may decline admission, suspend enrollment, or administratively withdraw 


a student from the University based on violations of the Code of Student Conduct. A student is not in good disciplinary 


standing with the University while suspended, on disciplinary probation, or past due on sanctions/action plans.  


 


Students agree to abide by all rules and regulations of the University as a condition of admission. Any violation of the Code of 


Student Conduct that occurs between the time of acceptance and enrollment at the University may be subject to review by the 


Dean of Students Office. 


 


B.  Rights of the Respondent     
 1. Persons alleged to have violated the University’s rules and regulations (respondents) have the following rights: 


  a. Written/electronic notice of alleged violation(s), account of the conduct resulting in alleged violations, and notice of 


the scheduled hearing. 


  b.  The right to a hearing. 


  c.  The right to a timely student conduct process and decision. 


  d.  The right to challenge the admissibility of information. 


  e.  The right to appeal. 


  f.  The preponderance of the information is the standard of proof used to determine if a violation has occurred.  


  g.  The right to a personal advisor whose role is to advise the student rather than actively represent. 


  h.  The right to participate in the conduct hearing or remain silent. 


  i.  The right to present witnesses and a reasonable number of character statements. 


  j.  A written decision specifying the violation, outcome, and right of appeal. 


  k.  The right to challenge the seating of any hearing officer for good cause. 


  l.  The right to have the case heard only on the misconduct for which they have been given notice. 


  m.  The right to question all available witnesses. 


  n.  The right to request a reasonable postponement of the hearing. 


  o.  The right to face their accuser. (Special conditions may be imposed in sensitive cases.) 


 


 2. The University will make every effort to protect the rights and dignity of persons responding to or 


victims/complainants of violations of this code within limits provided by the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act 


(FERPA) and other federal, state, and local laws. In accordance with FERPA, prior consent is not required to disclose 


personally identifiable information to schools at which a student intends to enroll. Regarding these requests, the 


University will make an attempt to notify the students that records are being provided. 
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C.  Rights of a Person Filing a Complaint and/or Victim of Offense 
 1.  A person who has filed a complaint or is the victim of an offense will have the following rights: 


  a.  The right to review the statements of the student who is the subject of the alleged violation. 


  b.  The right to present information supporting the victim’s/complainant’s version of the alleged violation. 


  c.  In cases of violence and sex offenses, the right to know (or have next of kin know if appropriate) the outcome, 


including elements of the action plan from the hearing. 


 


 2.  The University will make every effort to protect the rights and dignity of victims/complainants of violations of this 


code within the limits provided by FERPA and other federal, state, and local laws. 


 


 


III.  ACADEMIC INTEGRITY CODE 
 


A.  Statement of Community Standards 
Coastal Carolina University is an academic community that expects the highest standards of honesty, integrity, and personal 


responsibility. Members of this community are accountable for their actions and are committed to creating an atmosphere of 


mutual respect and trust. 


 


B.  Expectations of Community Members 
All members of our community – students, faculty, staff, and administrators – share responsibility for promoting a culture of 


academic integrity. Each group plays a different role, and, together, cultivates mutual respect and ethical behavior. 


 


1. Students: 


a. Understand and abide by the Code of Student Conduct. 


b. Take responsibility for personal behavior.  


c. Actively oppose every instance of academic dishonesty. 


 


2. Faculty members: 


a. Serve as mentors, advisors, and educators for students. 


b. Uphold and enforce University rules and guidelines. 


c. Clarify academic expectations for students. 


 


3. Administrators and staff: 


a. Educate the campus and surrounding communities about academic integrity. 


b. Ensure reasonable and consistent enforcement of standards. 


 


C. Honor Pledge 
Students will receive the honor pledge, learn what it means, and commit to the statement of community standards. The 


following is the University’s honor pledge: 


 


Coastal Carolina University is an academic community that expects the highest standards of honesty, integrity, and 


personal responsibility. As members of this community, we are accountable for our actions and are committed to 


creating an atmosphere of mutual respect and trust. 


 
On my honor, I pledge: 


 • That I will take responsibility for my personal behavior. 


 • That I will actively oppose every instance of academic dishonesty as defined in the Code of Student Conduct. 
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From this day forward, my signature on any University document, including tests, papers, and other work submitted for 


a grade, is a confirmation of this honor pledge. 


 


D. Prohibited Conduct  
 1. Plagiarism, cheating, attempted cheating, and all other forms of academic dishonesty. 


  a. Examples of plagiarism include, but are not limited to, the following: 


• Borrowing words, sentences, ideas, conclusions, examples, and/or organization of an assignment without 


proper acknowledgment from a source (for example, a book, article, electronic document, or another 


student’s paper or work, visual, or audio representations or computer software programs). 


• Submitting another person’s work in place of his/her own. 


• Allowing someone else to revise, correct, or edit an assignment without explicit permission of the instructor. 


• Submitting work without proper acknowledgment from commercial firms, websites, fraternity or sorority 


files, or any other outside sources, whether purchased or not. 


• Allowing another person to substitute any part of a course for them, including quizzes, tests, and final 


examinations. 


• Submitting any assignments done with the assistance of another without explicit permission of the instructor. 


• Submitting work that was originally prepared for another class without explicit permission of the instructor. 


• Knowingly aiding another student who is engaged in plagiarism. 


 


 b. Examples of cheating and attempted cheating include, but are not limited to, the following: 


• Using or intending to use unauthorized information, materials, or assistance of any kind for an assignment, 


quiz, test, or final examination. 


• Knowingly aiding or attempting to aid another student who is engaged in cheating. 


 


 2. Furnishing false information to any University official, faculty or staff member, University office, or other outside party 


to obtain academic advantage. 


 


 3. Forging, altering, or misusing any University document or record to obtain academic advantage. 


 


E. Resolution Process for Academic Violations 
 1. Alleged academic violations should be reported in writing to the instructor of the class or to the Office of Academic 


Integrity within ten (10) business days of receiving knowledge of a possible violation. The report may be submitted by 


anyone who is aware of the alleged violation, including the student who committed the alleged violation or any 


student, faculty, or staff member who observed or has knowledge of the alleged violation. The faculty member, or other 


reporting party, will report the alleged violation through the Office of Academic Integrity. (Case files are maintained by 


the Office of Academic Integrity.)  


 


 2. Reports of academic violations should include the following information: 


a. Name of the respondent. 


b. Type of violation. 


c. Name(s) of witness(es). 


d. Name of person filing the complaint. 


 


Note: Anonymous written reports may alert a faculty member to an existing problem in the classroom, but these 


reports cannot serve as the sole basis for disciplinary action. Intentionally making a false accusation violates this 


code. 
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 3. A student who has been charged with an academic violation may not withdraw from the class or the University without 


the permission of the academic integrity officer or designee.  


 


 4. Hearing Process 


  a.  Student-Faculty Meeting 


• Within ten (10) business days of receiving knowledge of a possible violation, the student will receive notice in 


writing of: 


- The alleged violation. 


- A summary of student rights and responsibilities. 


- The date, time, and location of student-faculty meeting, which will take place no later than ten (10) 


business days from the date of notice. If the violation occurs within the last two weeks of a semester or 


during a period between semesters, the meeting will occur as soon as is practical the following semester. 


Faculty may give a grade of incomplete for the course if a violation is pending.  


   Note: Unusual circumstances may warrant adjustments in the timeline. 


• At the student-faculty meeting, the alleged violation(s) and possible outcome(s) will be reviewed. The student 


may respond to the alleged violation(s) in writing in advance of the meeting and/or may respond verbally at 


the meeting. If a student does not attend the meeting, the meeting may proceed in the student’s absence.  


• Participants at a student-faculty meeting will include the instructor and the respondent, and may also include 


the student(s), faculty member(s), or staff member(s) who observed and reported the infraction. At the request 


of the faculty member or student, an academic integrity officer may be present at this meeting. The chair of the 


department of the course in which the incident occurred should not attend this meeting as the chair may be 


involved in the resolution process if the student decides to appeal the decision of the instructor. 


• Following the student-faculty meeting, the faculty member (or in instances of reports from non-instructors or 


violations outside of an academic course setting, the Office of Academic Integrity through a College Academic 


Integrity Committee (CAIC) will determine if the student is in violation of the alleged misconduct.  


• If the student is found in violation, the faculty member will determine a sanction (see Section F). One of the 


following will occur: 


 -     The student agrees with the faculty member’s decision. 


 -  The student does not agree with the faculty member’s decision, feels that the imposed penalty is too severe, 


or believes that the University process has been violated. The student may submit a written request for an 


appeal hearing to the academic integrity officer. This letter will include a brief explanation of the alleged 


violation and the specific reason for requesting the appeal. The request for an appeal hearing must be made 


within five (5) calendar days of receiving the decision of the faculty member from the student-faculty 


meeting. 


• The Office of Academic Integrity will receive all reports of alleged violations. Students who have been found in 


violation of a previous offense will be referred to the College Academic Integrity Committee for sanctioning. 


More serious sanctions will automatically be considered for students with more than one violation. 


 


  b. College Academic Integrity Committee (CAIC) 


• The CAIC consists of both faculty from the appropriate college and student representatives (two (2) faculty 


members for every student representative). The student representative will be selected from a list of nominees 


developed by the Student Government Association. The student appointee must be in good disciplinary 


standing, meaning that the student is not on probation and/or has no incomplete sanctions. Also, the student 


member must have completed at least 30 credit hours, be a full-time student, and have a GPA of 2.5 or better.  


• The Office of Academic Integrity will notify the respondent in writing of the date, time, location, and purpose of 


the hearing. At the hearing, the CAIC will review the case. The instructor of the course will be present to 


summarize the incident, and the student will have an opportunity to respond. If the student does not respond to 


the notification, the hearing may proceed in the student’s absence.  


• The CAIC may uphold or modify the decision from the student-faculty hearingmeeting. In second-offense cases, 
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the CAIC will not issue a sanction at a level lower than what was assigned in the faculty hearingstudent-faculty 


meeting. 


  


 c. Appeal Process 


If the student believes that due process has failed or that substantive issues related to the case were not reviewed at 


the CAIC hearing, the student may submit a written appeal to the dean of the college in which the course under 


consideration was offered. Appeals must be submitted within five (5) days of receiving the decision of the CAIC. The 


decision from the dean is the final step in the resolution process. 


 


F.  Academic Sanctions 
1. Following the student-faculty meeting, the faculty member (or in instances of reports from non-instructors or 


violations outside of an academic course setting, the Office of Academic Integrity through a CAIC) may impose one (1) 


or more of the following sanctions when a student is found in violation: 


  a.  Written warning. 


  b.  Grade of F on the assignment. 


  c.  Grade of F in the course. 


  d.  Grade of FX in the course. (If a penalty grade of FX is imposed in the course, the student will not be able to drop the 


course, petition a grade change, or use the grade forgiveness policy.) 


  e.  Required to complete an academic integrity workshop. 


  f.  Other educational sanctions (in consultation with the academic integrity officer). 


 


Any academic integrity violation that does not reflect positively upon the standards or image of Coastal Carolina University, or 


conduct that is an egregious violation of the Academic Integrity Code, even if a first-offense, may be directed to a CAIC by the 


academic integrity officer, and may subject the offending student to the sanctions outlined in F2 below. 


Students who do not complete required sanctions may be referred to a CAIC for additional sanctions outlined in F2 below.  


 


Multiple academic integrity violations by a student will subject the student to the sanctions outlined in F2 below through a 


CAIC (as mentioned in E4 above.) 


 


2. The CAIC or dean of the college or designee may impose one (1) or more of the following sanctions when a student is 


found in violation: 


  a. Any student-faculty meeting sanctions. 


  b. Disciplinary suspension from the University. 


  c. Permanent dismissal from the University. 


 


Students who do not complete required sanctions will have a hold placed on their student account and may be referred 


to the CAIC for additional sanctions.  


 


 


IV.  NONACADEMIC CONDUCT CODE  
 


A.  General Guidelines for Nonacademic Violations 
 1.  The dean of students has primary responsibility and authority for the administration of student misconduct for 


nonacademic violations. Further delegation of this authority may be made by the dean of students to the assistant dean 


for student conduct, associate dean of students, University Housing staff, and other staff members. 


 


 2.  Anyone may initiate a complaint regarding a University student by submitting the following information through an 


incident report (please refer to the Dean of Students Office website for information): 
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  a. The name(s) of the respondent(s). 


  b. A clear, signed statement explaining the nature and circumstances of the complaint. 


  c. The names, addresses, and telephone numbers of those filing the complaint. 


 


 3.  Anonymous reports may alert an administrator to an existing problem, but it is unlikely that these reports will provide 


sufficient information to initiate disciplinary action. 


 


 4.  Any student who is arrested for any alleged offense other than a minor traffic violation must notify the Dean of 


Students Office within 72 hours of the arrest. 


 


 5.  Any student who becomes a registered sex offender prior to or during the student’s tenure at the University will be 


subject to permanent dismissal. 


 


 6.  The Dean of Students Office maintains student conduct files, which are considered education records as defined by 


FERPA. The current or former student’s conduct file may contain copies of all necessary and appropriate 


correspondence; name(s) of the hearing officer(s); Student Conduct Board and appeal decisions; recorded sessions; as 


well as other documentation pertinent to any case for which a student was found responsible for a violation of the 


Code of Student Conduct. The terms “file” or “record” mean any information relating to a current or former student 


that is stored in a fashion that facilitates recovery of that information by reference to the individual in whatever form 


or medium such gathering of information is created, kept, or maintained. A password-protected, electronic software 


system is used to maintain the student conduct records. Hard copy files are stored in a locked file cabinet that can only 


be accessed by authorized University personnel. Disciplinary records not involving a suspension or permanent 


dismissal from the University are maintained for a period of seven years. Records resulting in a separation of a student 


will be retained indefinitely. 


 


 7. The University prohibits retaliation. Any individual who, in good faith, reports what is believed to be student 


misconduct, participates or cooperates in, or is otherwise associated with any investigation shall not be subjected to 


retaliation. Individuals who believe they have been the target of retaliation by a student for reporting should contact 


the Dean of Students Office. A student found to have engaged in retaliation shall be subject to disciplinary action 


appropriate for the nature of the retaliatory behavior. 


 


 8. Individuals who intentionally give false statements to a University official, or who submit false complaints or 


accusations through the complaint process, including but not limited to during an investigation or hearing, shall be 


subject to disciplinary action pursuant to this code. 


 


B. Jurisdiction of the Code 
Violations of University policies, rules, or regulations, or of federal, state, or local laws may constitute a violation of this code 


and result in disciplinary action. The University has authority over misconduct that occurs on University premises and 


reserves the right to consider the behavior of students off-campus when it is determined that the off-campus behavior is 


detrimental to the University and its educational mission. 


 


 1. Violation of Law and University Disciplinary Proceedings 


  a. The procedures provided in this code are not intended to be equivalent to the process of federal, state, or local 


criminal laws. Criminal procedures do not address the academic mission of the University. University disciplinary 


proceedings may be initiated against a student who has been charged with a violation of law if the conduct may also 


violate this code. The University reserves the right to proceed under this code prior to, concurrent with, or 


subsequent to civil litigation, criminal arrest, or criminal prosecution. The University may work to coordinate with 


the court system to ensure no duplication of services, penalties, or outcomes. The University cooperates fully with 


law enforcement agencies to the extent permitted by law. 
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 2. Off-Campus Violations and University Disciplinary Proceedings 


  a. The primary types of off-campus violations addressed by the Dean of Students Office include, but are not limited to, 


the following: 


• Felony charges. 


• Assault charges. 


• Driving under the noticeable effect of alcohol/drugs or charges of driving by individuals under the age to possess 


alcohol. 


• Repeated (more than one) misdemeanor charges not listed above. 


• Activities of a student or group of students that clearly conflict with the University’s interests and mission, 


including, but not limited to, patterns of behavior that put the health and safety of others at risk or show 


disregard for the policies of the University.  


 


C.  Prohibited Conduct  
 1. Abuse of the student conduct system. Abuse includes, but is not limited to, the following:  


  a. Failure to inform a hearing officer of student’s choice not to appear for a pre-hearing conference or before a hearing 


body when proper notice is given. 


  b. Falsification, distortion, or misrepresentation of information before a hearing officer, hearing body, or University 


official prior, during or after a student conduct proceeding. 


  c. Disruption of or interference with the orderly conduct of a student conduct proceeding. 


  d. Attempting to discourage an individual from participation in or use of the student conduct system. 


  e. Attempting to influence the impartiality of a member of a Student Conduct Board, staff associated with the conduct 


process, a witness, complainant/victim, or respondent prior to, throughout, or after a student conduct proceeding. 


  f. Influencing or attempting to influence another person to commit an abuse of the student conduct system. 


 


 2. Accessory to Prohibited Conduct 


  Acting as an accessory to any illegal activity and/or conduct that is deemed a violation of University policy. 


 


 3.  Alcohol   


  a. Possession, sale, distribution, consumption of, and being in the presence of alcohol on campus regardless of age. 


(Refer to the current Coastal Carolina University Alcohol and Drug Policy for specific guidelines and limited 


exceptions.) 


  b. Possession, sale, distribution, and consumption of alcohol off campus for those under the legal age to possess 


alcohol. 


  c. Sale or distribution of alcohol to those under the legal age to possess alcohol. 


  d. Driving while under the noticeable effect of alcohol. 


  e. Any behavior that is the direct result of alcohol consumption. Any student found to be visibly impacted by alcohol 


consumption will be found in violation of the alcohol policy. 


  f. Possession of any items that provide for the common distribution of alcoholic beverages on property owned, 


occupied, or leased by the University or in University facilities. Furthermore, empty containers of alcohol (beer 


cans, beer bottles, wine bottles, distilled spirits, etc.) are a violation of the alcohol policy. 


  g.   Consumption from or the possession of an open container of alcohol in public, off-campus locations, regardless of 


age, except at licensed events or establishments. 


 


  NOTE: Please refer to the Medical Amnesty Policy for additional information. 


 


 4.  Hostile Conduct 


   a. Physical assault – attempting and/or physically striking another being or beings. 
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  b. Conduct that threatens or endangers the health or safety of any being or any act that unreasonably interferes with, 


impedes, or harasses other being or beings.  


  c.  Conduct including, but not limited to, physical acts directed at a particular person or persons based upon that 


person’s or persons’ race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, disability, sexual orientation, gender identity, 


gender expression, veteran status, or any class protected by law that creates a hostile environment or that results in 


excluding participation in, or denies the benefits of any educational program (including research opportunities) or 


working opportunity (including professional development for that person or persons). 


  


 5.  Hostile Communication 


  a.  Threatening another individual physically, verbally, or by any other means in a manner to make that individual 


reasonably believe that the threat or threats are likely to be carried out; harassment; intimidation; or coercion by 


any means, including electronic communication.  


  b. Verbal or written threats, coercion, or any other communication that is based on race, color, religion, sex, national 


origin, age, disability, sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, veteran status, or any class protected 


by law, that, by design, intent, or recklessness, incites reasonable fear of physical harm or otherwise unreasonably 


interferes with another’s ability or opportunity to participate in work, education, research, living, or other activities. 


 


 6.  Disorderly Conduct 


  a. Disruptive behavior or other conduct that, taken alone or considered in the aggregate, interferes with the 


institution’s operations or with the ability of faculty, staff, or students to work or learn. 


  b. Conduct that disrupts the academic and social environment of the campus or surrounding areas may be deemed 


disorderly. Examples include, but are not limited to, obscene conduct and/or indecent exposure, disruption of social 


and/or academic functions, excessive vulgarity, and the use of fighting words. 


 


 7.  Drugs 


  a. Illegal selling, manufacturing, distribution, possession, delivery, and/or medically unsupervised usage of 


prescription drugs, hallucinogenic drugs, and controlled substances or being in the presence of such substances. 


(Refer to the current Coastal Carolina University Alcohol and Drug Policy for specific guidelines.) 


  b. Sale, possession, and/or distribution of drug paraphernalia including, but not limited to, hookahs, bongs, pipes, etc. 


  c. Driving while under the noticeable effect of drugs. 


  d. Behavior that is a direct result of drug consumption. Any student found to be visibly impacted by the usage of drugs 


will be found in violation of this policy. 


 


  NOTE: Please refer to the Medical Amnesty Policy for additional information. 


 


 8.  Failure to Comply 


  The University requires compliance with its policies and procedures, and the lawful directions of law enforcement 


officers and/or University officials, including the request to identify oneself. Students must also comply with the action 


plans that are issued through the student conduct process. 


 


NOTE: All University policies are available on the University’s policy page at coastal.edu/policies.  


 


 9.  Fire and Emergency Safety 


  a. Attempting to set, setting, or adding to unauthorized fires on property owned, occupied, or leased by the University. 


  b. Tampering with, damaging, or misusing any fire protection and/or emergency equipment. In addition to University 


disciplinary action, the student may be subject to criminal prosecution. This includes tampering with emergency 


buttons. 


  c. Possession and/or usage of any explosive devices, materials, or dangerous chemicals. This includes, but is not 


limited to, all types of fireworks. 



http://coastal.edu/policies
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 10. Misrepresentation of Information   


  a. Possession or use of a false, forged, borrowed, or altered identification card of any kind or the use of the 


identification of another person. 


  b. Altering, falsifying, or other misuse of a student’s documents, University documents, or records. Additionally, this 


may include, but is not limited to, furnishing false information to the University or other parties; forgery; 


unauthorized alteration of any documentation; medical excuses; legal documents; or misuse of a University official’s 


signature. 


 


 11. Hazing 


Hazing is any reckless or intentional act, occurring on- or off-campus, that produces physical, mental, or emotional 


pain; discomfort; humiliation; embarrassment; or ridicule directed toward other students or groups (regardless of 


their willingness to participate), that is required or expected of new or current members and which is not related to 


the mission of the team, group, or organization. This includes any activity, whether it is presented as optional or 


required, that places a new or current member in a position of servitude as a condition of membership.  


 


 12. Information Technology 


Unauthorized access to or abuse of University network and computing systems, or any other violations of the 


University computer use policy, including, but not limited to: 


  a. Unauthorized entry into a file for any purpose. 


  b. Unauthorized transfer of a file. 


  c. Use of computing facilities and resources in violation of copyright laws. 


 


 13. University Housing Policies 


  See Community Living Guide. 


 


 14. Tobacco 


Use of all forms of tobacco and smoke-related products, including but not limited to, cigarettes, cigars, pipes, chewing 


tobacco, snuff, water pipes (hookahs), bidis, kreteks, smokeless tobacco, electronic cigarettes, and other devices 


allowing for the ingestion, combustion, inhalation, or other use of tobacco is prohibited in or on all University property. 


 


  NOTE:   Please refer to the Tobacco-Free Campus Policy for additional information. 


 


 15. Theft 


Unauthorized taking, misappropriation, or possession of any property or services owned or maintained by the 


University, any person on campus, or any person attending a University-related function. In addition, it is a violation of 


University policy to possess stolen personal or public property belonging to others outside the University community.  


 


 16. Unauthorized Entry or Usage 


Unauthorized entry into or usage of a University facility and/or property or elsewhere. This includes unauthorized 


solicitation and/or distribution of marketing materials. Additionally, this policy applies to unauthorized possession, 


duplication, or use of keys or access cards to any University premise. 


 


 17. Vandalism 


Willful abuse or damage of property owned, occupied, or leased by the University, as well as the property of others.  


 


 18. Weapons and/or Dangerous Instruments 


  a.  Illegally possessing firearms or ammunition, whether operable or inoperable, loaded or unloaded. 


  b.  Possessing and/or using a dangerous instrument, including decoys and replicas. Any instrument may be defined as 
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dangerous if it is used, attempted or threatened to be used, or is readily capable of being used to cause physical 


injury. 


 


 


 19. Sexual Misconduct or Gender-Based Misconduct 


  Including but not limited to dating/domestic violence, sexual exploitation, sexual violence/assault, sexual harassment, 


and/or stalking.  


   


  NOTE: Detailed definitions pertaining to prohibited sexual misconduct are outlined in University’s Title IX Policy (UNIV 


468). The University’s Title IX Policy supersedes this policy when jurisdictional requirements in that policy are met and a 


formal complaint is made by the complainant. Allegations outside of the jurisdiction of that policy will be adjudicated by 


the procedures outlined in this Code of Student Conduct. Specific questions about Title IX should be directed to 


titleIX@coastal.edu.  


 


 20. Nuisance 


Conduct of a student who uses, owns, occupies, or leases any building or residence where the behavior or misconduct 


at that location either disturbs the public peace or violates University policies so that the building, business, or 


residence may be viewed by the community or the University as a nuisance. 


 


 


 21. Citizenship Conduct 


Students and their guests are expected to engage in responsible social conduct that reflects positively upon the Coastal 


Carolina University community and to model good citizenship in any community.  


 


 2122. Other 


Violation of federal, state, or local laws on University premises, at University-sponsored or University-supervised 


activities, or elsewhere, including off-campus locations, if such conduct adversely affects the University community, is a 


violation of University policy. 


 


 22. Citizenship Conduct 


Students and their guests are expected to engage in responsible social conduct that reflects positively upon the Coastal 


Carolina University community and to model good citizenship in any community.  


 


D. Disciplinary Hearing Process 
 1.  Preliminary Investigation 


  a.  The Dean of Students Office or designee will investigate reports of alleged violations of the Code of Student Conduct 


or local, state, or federal laws. 


  b.  After completing a preliminary investigation and if the information supports an alleged violation, the student will 


be notified by email and/or in writing of alleged violation(s) and notice of further action. Further action is defined 


as one of the following: 


• Informal Resolution – An informal resolution may be conducted for certain incidents with low impact to the 


campus community. Informal resolutions are not reflected on a student’s conduct record. In an informal 


resolution, the hearing officer will notify the student by email of the incident and corresponding outcome. If 


the student wishes to challenge that outcome, the student can request the formal resolution process. Once a 


student requests a formal resolution, the case becomes part of the student’s record and follows the conduct 


process as outlined in section D2. 


• Formal Resolution – The formal resolution process is initiated through the pre-hearing conference. See 


section D2 for a full review of the pre-hearing conference. 


  c. In certain circumstances, based on campus or external incident/police reports, the dean of students or designee 
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may impose a no-contact order (CSC.IV.H.13), residence hall suspension (CSC.IV.H.8), or interim separation prior to 


the hearing. 


  • Interim Separation – Interim separation is an action requiring that a student immediately leave the campus and 


property owned, occupied, or leased by the University. It may be imposed upon a student by the dean of 


students or designee when there is reasonable cause to believe, based on available facts, that the student poses 


a threat to self or others. This is done because the immediacy of the danger caused by the student’s presence on 


campus makes it impossible to follow the normal disciplinary procedures. When a student is separated on an 


interim basis, a notice is given with the reasons for the separation, the duration, and any special conditions that 


apply. Efforts will be made to initiate the conduct process for a student who is separated on an interim basis 


within ten (10) business days of the interim separation. In certain circumstances, such as incarceration of the 


respondent, when an intricate investigation is required, or due to lack of communication from a respondent, the 


10-day window may be adjusted. Any student who is separated on an interim basis and returns to the campus 


and property owned, occupied, or leased by the University during the separation will be subject to further 


disciplinary action and may be treated as a trespasser. Permission to be on campus for a specific purpose (i.e., 


to take an exam, to consult with the dean of students or designee, or to participate in disciplinary procedures) 


may be granted in writing by the dean of students or designee.  


  d.  A student who has violated or is alleged to have violated any nonacademic regulation of the University will need to 


request the permission of the dean of students or designee to withdraw from the University. Such requests will be 


reviewed by the dean of students or designee and may or may not be granted, based on the severity of the 


precipitating incident. A notation of the circumstances under which the respondent was permitted to withdraw will 


be entered in the student’s conduct record. The withdrawal of a student with or without such approval will not 


deprive the University of the power to adjudicate the student’s alleged violations of policy, and, in the event of being 


found in violation, the University may restrict the student’s readmission on such terms or under such circumstances 


as it may prescribe. 


  e. The University’s action shall be independent of civil and/or criminal proceedings pending in city, state, or federal 


court. The outcome of court proceedings has no bearing on the University’s student conduct process or action plans. 


At a disciplinary hearing, the technical rules of evidence applicable to civil and criminal cases shall not apply.  


 2.  Pre-Hearing Conference 


  a.  A hearing officer will conduct the conference. The complainant may or may not be present. 


  b.  This conference will occur as soon as possible after the report, complaint, or request from an informal resolution 


process is received. The hearing officer will inform the respondent of these facts: 


• The alleged violation(s) of policy. 


• The disciplinary hearing options. 


• Possible action plans involved. 


c. At the pre-hearing conference, a hearing officer will provide the respondent: 


• A written notice of the alleged violation(s) of policy and an outline of rights. In the event that additional alleged 


violations are evident, a further written notice must be forwarded to the student. A notice may be mailed, hand-


delivered, or electronically mailed. 


• A review of all available information, documents, exhibits, and a list of witnesses.  


• The choice not to appear at the hearing. In that case, the hearing will be conducted in the student’s absence. 


• Assistance by a personal advisor. The personal advisor provides the student moral support and may or may    


      not be a member of the University community. The University has the right to disqualify a particular advisor   


      when participation of that advisor allows the potential for disruption of the student conduct process. Upon  


      request of a student, the personal advisor may: 


- Advise the student concerning the preparation and presentation of the case. The advisor may not speak for 


the student, except in exceptional circumstances with the discretion of the hearing officer. 


- Accompany the student to all student conduct proceedings whenever possible. 


- Not also serve as a witness.  


  d.  At the conclusion of the pre-hearing conference, one of the following will occur: 
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• The hearing officer and the student agree to move into an administrative resolution. 


• The hearing officer may delay completion of a review until further investigation is completed. 


• The conduct case is referred by either the hearing officer or the respondent to a hearing with the Student 


Conduct Board. (Refer to Section E: Student Conduct Board.)  


 


 


 3.  Student Conduct Administrative Resolution   


  a.  The respondent will be provided the opportunity to present information in response to the alleged violation(s). 


  b. The hearing officer determines whether a violation has occurred, based on the majority of the information, and 


provides written documentation of the decision. 


 


 4.  In cases of violence and sex offenses, the victim/complainant may have support person(s) present during the pre-


hearing conference/administrative resolution and Student Conduct Board hearing. The support person(s) may not 


participate in the hearings in any way. 


 


 5.  Appeal Process 


  Refer to Section G: Appeal Process for Nonacademic Violations for process. 


 


 6.  Student Conduct Board Hearing 


  Refer to Section E: Student Conduct Board for the hearing process. 


 


E.  Student Conduct Board 
 1.  Members 


  a. The Student Conduct Board (SCB) will consist of 10 elected faculty at large; 10 administrative staff or faculty 


members appointed by the University president; and 15 students.  


• The chair of the SCB will be a faculty member, elected by members of the SCB. A vice chair (faculty/staff 


member) will also be elected and will serve in the absence of the chair.  


• The student members must be in good standing, have completed a minimum of 30 semester hours, carry a 


minimum of 12 hours per semester for the duration of their service, maintain a cumulative GPA of 2.5 or higher, 


and be appointed by the Student Government Association so that each academic college is represented. A 


student is not in good disciplinary standing while suspended, on disciplinary probation, or while having past 


due action plans.  


• If an SCB hearing is scheduled during breaks or summer sessions and the SCB appointees are not available,   


     members will be appointed as follows: The president will appoint four members of the faculty and/or   


     administrative staff. The president of the Student Government Association will appoint two students who are in  


     good standing with the University. 


• If responsibilities are not being fulfilled by a member of the SCB, the dean of students or designee may 


recommend replacement of the member to the appointing body. 


  b.  A sitting panel will be selected for each case based on the availability of SCB members and will consist of two 


students and four of the faculty/staff members. In instances where the alleged violation(s) would not warrant a 


separation from the University, a modified panel may be used.  


 Note: Panels related to incidences of sexual misconduct or interpersonal violence may, at the discretion of 


the dean of students or designee, require a special panel composition. 


  c.  The dean of students or designee may serve as an advisor to a sitting panel and share the conduct record of the 


respondent. 


 


 2.  Term of Service  


  a.  Elected faculty members will serve three-year staggered terms. Appointed members will serve a one-year term. 
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SGA student members will be appointed for a one-year term. 


  b.  When a Student Conduct Board member resigns, vacancies will be filled as follows: The Faculty Senate Executive 


Committee will appoint or elect faculty for elected faculty vacancies; the University president will make a new 


appointment for appointed vacancies; and the SGA president will make a new appointment for student 


representative vacancies. 


 


 3.  Jurisdiction 


  a.  The SCB will conduct hearings and appeals of students alleged to have committed violations of the Code of Student 


Conduct. 


  b.  The SCB has jurisdiction over alleged violations committed by University students other than academic violations, 


including by way of example, but not limited to: theft; assault; violations of alcohol/substance abuse policies and/or 


the Code of Student Conduct; and all matters arising under the Student Government Association Constitution as 


referred by the SGA, SGA adviser(s), or designee. (SGA impeachment proceedings will be held according to the 


procedures outlined in the SGA Constitution.) 


  c.  To accomplish fundamental fairness, the SCB may change or modify its rules and procedures to apply to particular 


facts, circumstances, or cases before it.  


  d.  Generally, a Student Conduct Board will be convened when one or more of the following conditions apply: 


   • Suspension or permanent dismissal may be an outcome. 


   • The University’s Core Action Plans for Alcohol and Other Drugs do not apply. 


   • The respondent disagrees with the charges as reviewed in the pre-hearing conference. 


    


 4.  Referrals 


  The dean of students or designee may refer cases to the SCB. 


 


 5.  Powers, Decisions, and Effects of Noncompliance 


  a.  The SCB has the authority to enforce its decisions and to impose action plans. 


  b.  In the event that a student called before the SCB fails to appear for the scheduled hearing, the hearing will be held 


in the student’s absence. However, the board will not find the student in violation solely because the student did 


not participate in the hearing. 


  c.  The failure of a student to comply with the decision of the SCB may result in additional penalties. The Dean of 


Students Office, on behalf of the SCB, may notify the Provost’s Office, Office of the Registrar, and other relevant 


University offices of noncompliance with any of its decisions. 


  d.  The dean of students or designee will monitor the compliance of SCB decisions. 


 


 6.  Rights and Responsibilities of a Student Called before the Student Conduct Board   


  a.  All University students have rights and responsibilities. For a complete list, refer to Section II. 


  b.  A student called before the SCB will also have the following rights: 


• A notice of the date, time, place, and format of the hearing. 


• A written notice of alleged violation(s) and an outline of student rights and hearing options.  


• All hearings will be closed to parties not directly involved with the case. 


  c.  A student called before the SCB has the following responsibilities: 


• Prompt response to all delivered correspondence is necessary to expedite student conduct matters. 


• If the student does not respond to the notice letter by the date requested, the student forfeits the above rights, 


and the hearing will be heard in absence. 


  d.  During the SCB hearing, the responding student is entitled or subject to: 


• Advisory assistance. The advisor may be any individual of the student’s choice and may assist the student in 


all phases of the student conduct process. Only one (1) advisor is permitted. The University maintains the 


right to disqualify a particular advisor when participation of that advisor allows the potential for disruption of 


the student conduct process. The advisor may not also serve as a witness.  
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• Appear in person and to present witnesses and any information relevant to the case. Witnesses will be present 


only during the time they are testifying. 


• Present signed written statements from person(s) who are unable to attend the hearing. 


• Hear and question all witnesses and have access to all relevant information. Special conditions for questioning 


witnesses may be imposed in sensitive cases. 


 


• Challenge sitting panel members for cause. The removal of a panel member will be at the discretion of the 


chair of the panel. 


• Refuse to answer any question(s) or to make a statement. However, the panel will make its decision on the 


basis of information introduced at the hearing. 


• Elect not to appear at the hearing. The hearing will be conducted in the student’s absence. 


 


 7.  The Procedure of the Student Conduct Board 


  a.  Prior to the Hearing 


• Members of the SCB will be contacted by the Dean of Students Office regarding their availability for a case. A 


sitting panel will be chosen based on availability of members as noted in Section IV.E.1.a. Documents and 


details of the case will be available at the time of the hearing. 


• The student who is the subject of the alleged violation(s) will receive notification of the time and place of the 


hearing. 


 


  b.  General Information about the Hearing 


• Members of the SCB may be removed or disqualify themselves from sitting on a particular case for reasons of 


conflict of interest, and a substitute may be appointed by the chair. 


• The chair of the sitting panel will be responsible for conducting the hearing, ensuring that proper records are 


kept, and informing the appropriate officials of the decision and action plan. 


• Statements, information, or comments given during hearings will be held in confidence by members of the 


panel. 


• A record of all hearings will be made by the SCB by audio recording or by another method determined by the 


board. These recordings will constitute the official record of all such proceedings. 


• During the hearing, any mitigating or aggravating circumstances may be introduced by either side to the panel. 


• Proceedings of the SCB will take precedence over all nonacademic activities and may, in extreme cases, need to 


take precedence over academic activities. Board members, students who are the subjects of a complaint, and 


all witnesses notified by the board will appear at the times designated by the board and will be excused from 


other obligations to participate in board proceedings. 


• The chair will determine the appropriateness of questions and make decisions regarding procedural questions 


that arise during the hearing. 


 


  c.  Procedures of a Student Conduct Board Hearing 


• The chair will summarize the complaint and inform the student who is the subject of the complaint of the 


specific nature of the complaint or alleged infraction. 


• The chair will call upon the dean of students or designee to present information to support violations of the 


Code of Student Conduct, documentation of past violations, and/or outcomes on the record of the respondent. 


• The student who is the subject of the complaint may be present throughout the hearing and may consult with 


an advisor during testimony. 


• The SCB may hear and question each witness separately. 


• The SCB may call any witnesses whose testimony bears on the case. 


• The SCB insists on honest and forthright responses to its questions and may issue decisions, including 


suspension or dismissal, for any witness who is not truthful or who intentionally misleads the board. All 
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students who testify before the board may be required to sign a statement attesting to the truthfulness of their 


testimony. 


• The student who is the subject of the complaint may be required to submit questions for a witness in writing. 


The chair will determine the appropriateness of questions and may choose to direct questions to the witness 


in place of the respondent.  


• Decisions are based upon a majority vote from the SCB sitting panel. The SCB chair only votes in case of a tie. 


 


 


  d.  Post-Hearing 


• Only sitting panel members and the dean of students or designee may be present and participate in the 


deliberations. 


• The dean of students or designee will be responsible for notifying the student of the SCB decision in writing, 


ensuring that proper record entries are made, and that appropriate follow-up on the action plan occurs. 


• After complaints of violence or sex offenses, the dean of students or designee will be responsible for notifying 


the victim and/or complainant (or next of kin if appropriate) of the decision, ensuring that proper record 


entries are made, and that appropriate follow-up on the action plan occurs. 


• SCB case files are maintained in the Dean of Students Office. 


 


  e.  Decisions and Appeals 


• Refer to Section F: Hearing Decisions and Notification for Violations and Section H: Nonacademic Action Plans. 


• Refer to Section G: Appeal Process for Nonacademic Violations. 


• If a student is found in violation of the Code of Student Conduct, the Office of Financial Aid may be informed and 


subsequent financial aid decisions may be impacted. 


 


F.  Hearing Decisions and Notification for Violations 
 1.  Finding of Not In Violation 


  a.  A finding of not in violation as a result of a decision by any hearing body will resolve the matter with no further 


action. A finding of not in violation by any of the appellate bodies will result in a complete reversal and/or 


modification of action plans previously imposed and may not be appealed further. After a finding of not in violation 


in the case of an appeal, all records of the action plans previously issued will be removed from the student’s record. 


 


 2.  Finding of In Violation – Action Plans 


  a.  Disciplinary action plans may be imposed upon students found in violation of the Code of Student Conduct. 


Elements of the action plan may be imposed either singularly or in combination. Action plans do not take effect until 


the completion of the appeal process, unless otherwise specified by the hearing officer reviewing the case or the 


Student Conduct Board. 


  b.  The purpose of developing action plans is twofold: to protect the University community from behavior that is 


detrimental to the community and to assist students in identifying acceptable limits and consequences of future 


behaviors that fall within the regulations of the University.  


  c. From the date of suspension to the date of return, the student does not have access to the petition process. The Office 


of the Registrar will inform instructors of a W or WF assigned for nonacademic reasons.  


  d. Action plans include, but are not limited to, those listed within Section H: Nonacademic Action Plans. 


 


 3.  Notification 


  a.  At the discretion of the dean of students or designee and in compliance with FERPA, decisions of cases and action 


plans may be shared with the student’s parents or guardian, the complainant, and/or the academic dean or other 


appropriate University officials on a need-to-know basis. In cases of violence and sex offenses, both the 


complainant/victim (and next of kin if appropriate) and the respondent will be notified of the outcome of the 
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proceedings by the dean of students or designee. 


  b.  Notifications and hearing decisions to the student will be in writing and electronically mailed, mailed on a 


certified/return receipt requested basis, or hand-delivered. 


 


 


 


G.  Appeal Process for Nonacademic Violations 
 1. The appeal authority will generally limit its review of the original hearing record to the following two issues: 1) 


whether University disciplinary procedures were followed that provided notice of the alleged violation(s) and an 


opportunity to respond; and/or 2) whether new information exists that is sufficient enough to alter the original 


decision and why such information was not available or not presented at the original hearing. In accordance with Title 


IX, the accuser has the opportunity to submit an appeal in Title IX cases.   


 


 2.  The student must submit the appeal in writing and should be specific about which element of the action plan is being 


appealed. The appeal must be submitted within five (5) calendar days of the decision. 


 


 3.  All appeals are managed by the Dean of Students Office.  The appeal officer differs as outlined below: 


a. If a case was heard by a hearing officer from University Housing, the appeal will either be heard by the dean of 


students, assistant dean for student conductassociate dean of students, or their designee. 


b.  If a case was heard by a hearing officer from the Dean of Students Office (excluding the assistant dean for 


student conduct associate dean of students or dean of students) the appeal will be heard by the dean of students 


or their designee. 


c. If a case was heard by the assistant dean for student conductassociate dean of students or dean of students, the 


appeal will be heard by the chair/vice chair of the SCB.  


d. If a case was heard by the Student Conduct Board, the appeal will be heard by the vice president for executive 


initiatives, or their designee.  


In any appeal review, the appeal authority may uphold the decision, modify the decision or require a new hearing. The 


decision of the appellate body is final. 


 


H.  Nonacademic Action Plans 
The University adheres to a core action plan for alcohol and other drugs. Exceptions to the core action plan must be approved 


by the dean of students or designee. Action plans issued for Code of Student Conduct violations include, but are not limited to, 


the following: 


 


1. Warning 


A written notice to the student that the student is violating or has violated University policy.  


 


2. Fees 


Requirement that a student remit a specific amount of money, typically in relation to services or items provided as a 


result of a violation (assessments, education programs, etc.). 


 


3. Restitution 


An order to make restitution is issued when a student has engaged in conduct injurious to the property of another 


(individual, group, or the University) for which monetary damages may be determined. For example, this may be an 


element of the action plan in cases of property damage, theft, fraud, deception, or misappropriation. 


 


4. Community Service 


Provide some type of community service to the University or community as a whole. The service should, where 
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appropriate, be relevant to the nature of the violation. Service opportunities should have some educational value, and 


should not be unduly burdensome to other staff or students. This element of the action plan may include, but is not 


limited to, service on campus, to the surrounding community, or to others in need. Service opportunities must be 


independent of any pre-existing relationship (family, friends, student organizations, paid employment, etc.) and must 


be verifiable in order to fulfill action plan requirements. 


 


 


5. Educational Programs 


Assigned as an opportunity for personal development. This includes, but is not limited to, alcohol education, drug 


education, psychological assessment, reflection document, essay, presentation, development of publicity material, etc. 


 


6. Conditions 


Limitations upon a student’s behavior and/or department privileges for a period of time, or an active obligation to 


complete a specified activity. This element of the action plan may include, but is not limited to, denial of the right to 


represent the University in any way, denial of the right to hold an office with a student organization, restriction of 


visitation privileges, restriction of contact with another person or persons, required attendance at a workshop, or 


participation in community service. 


  


7. Disciplinary Probation 


A designated period of review and observation during which a student is under an official warning that the student’s 


conduct, although not serious enough to warrant a form of suspension, violated the code. Subsequent violations of 


University rules, regulations, or policies could result in a more severe action plan. 


 


8. Residence Hall Suspension 


Separation of the student from the residence halls for a definite period of time, after which the student is eligible to 


return. Conditions for readmission may be specified. 


 
9. Loss of Housing 


Permanent separation or separation for a designated time period of the student from the residence halls, including the 


revocation of guest privileges. Specific types of housing separations may include, but are not limited to: 


• Conditional Loss of Housing: termination of housing privileges if certain educational outcomes are not met 


within a designated timeline. 


• Limited Loss of Housing: termination of housing privileges for a period of time related to an academic term, 


i.e. one semester, one academic year, etc. 


• Permanent Loss of Housing: termination of housing privileges for the duration of a student’s enrollment at 


the University. 


 


10. Suspension for a Period of Time 


Denial of enrollment, attendance, and other privileges at the University for a given period; conditions for readmission 


may be specified. When the action plan includes suspension, the student must leave the campus at the conclusion of the 


appeal process (or immediately if there is no appeal filed), and may not participate in academic, extracurricular, or 


other University activities except as may be authorized by the dean of students or designee. During the period of 


suspension, the student is denied the right to register for classes or to visit the University. The student is subject to 


arrest for trespassing should the student be found on property owned, occupied, or leased by the University. In 


extenuating circumstances, a suspension may be deferred. If the student is found in violation of any University policy 


during the time of deferred suspension, the suspension takes effect immediately without further review. An additional 


student conduct action plan appropriate to the new violation also may be issued. A student who has been issued a 


deferred suspension is deemed “not in good standing” with the University. 
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11. Permanent Dismissal 


Involuntary separation of the student from the University without future readmission. The student must leave the 


campus and is not eligible to participate in classes or any University-sponsored or University-related activities. The 


student is subject to arrest for trespassing should the student be found on property owned, occupied, or leased by the 


University.  


 


 


12. No-Contact Order 


A no-contact order is a University directive that restricts contact between individuals in any way, including in-person, 


via email, telephone, text messaging, social networking, or any other method of communication. Direct or indirect 


contact would be considered a violation of harassment (CSC.IV.C.5) and failure to comply (CSC.IV.C.8). This violation 


could be grounds for suspension or permanent dismissal. 


 


Questions or concerns regarding this Code of Student Conduct should be referred to the Dean of Students Office. All 


University policies are maintained at coastal.edu/policies. 
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Coastal Carolina University Mission 
 
Coastal Carolina University is a public comprehensive liberal arts institution that seeks to develop students who are both 
knowledgeable in their chosen fields and prepared to be productive, responsible, healthy citizens with a global perspective. To 
deliver on this commitment, Coastal Carolina recruits highly qualified and motivated students, faculty, and staff from the 
region, state, nation, and world to create a diverse and dynamic student-centered learning environment. 
 
Because Coastal Carolina embraces the teacher-scholar model, it places primary emphasis on high quality teaching and 
engaged learning, and it supports faculty research, creative activities, and expert collaboration in the community, state, nation, 
and world. This focus enables faculty and staff to mentor students in collaborative research, creative opportunities, and 
internships. To nurture this active learning community, Coastal Carolina maintains a broad range of contemporary 
technologies, programming, support services, and innovative course offerings and delivery methods. The result is alumni who 
are well prepared for professional careers or graduate programs in their chosen fields and who continue to be connected to 
Coastal Carolina. 
 
Inspired by its founding in 1954 to serve the educational needs of the region, Coastal Carolina has a tradition of a strong liberal 
arts core. As such, Coastal Carolina commits its resources to building undergraduate and graduate degree programs of national 
and/or regional significance in the arts and sciences, business, humanities, education, and health and human services. Coastal 
Carolina fully embraces its leadership role as a regional center of economic and intellectual resources, lifelong learning, 
cultural and recreational opportunities, and athletic programs. 
 
As Coastal Carolina executes this mission, it recognizes its responsibility to be a role model to the community and to the 
professions by assuring fair and honest treatment of people with whom it interacts and sustainable stewardship of resources 
entrusted to it, adopting the highest standards of integrity and accountability, and in committing itself to excellence through 
continuous assessment and improvement. 
 
Update adopted by the Coastal Carolina University Board of Trustees on July 19, 2014. 
Update approved by the South Carolina Commission on Higher Education on Feb. 5, 2015. 
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Coastal Carolina University (CCU) does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender 
identity, gender expression, national origin, age, genetic information, mental or physical disability, or status as a disabled or 
Vietnam-era veteran in its admissions policies, programs, activities, or employment practices. For more information relating to 
discrimination, please contact the CCU Title IX Office, Coastal Carolina University, Kearns Hall 211B, Conway, SC; Title IX email 
titleix@coastal.edu; office phone 843-349-2382; EEO email eeo@coastal.edu; or the U.S. Dept. of Education Office for Civil 
Rights at www2.ed.gov/ocr. 


    June 2021June 2022 
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Policy Title: University Requirements for Students with Under 30 Credit Hours  
Policy Number: ACAD-139 
Revision Date: XXXXXXXXXXX 
Policies Superseded: None 
Policy Management 
Area(s): 


Faculty Senate 


 


SUMMARY:  


Students with fewer than 30 credit hours who are placed on freshman academic alert, academic 
advisory, and academic probation, as defined in the Coastal Carolina University Catalog, must 
complete the requirements below in addition to the requirements that are listed in the Coastal 
Carolina University Catalog. Modifications to these requirements must be approved by the 
Academic Affairs Committee, Faculty Senate and the provost. 


POLICY:  


I. Policy 


Students with fewer than 30 credit hours who are placed on freshman academic alert, academic 
advisory, and academic probation, as defined in the Coastal Carolina University Catalog, must 
complete the requirements set forth in this policy in addition to the requirements that are listed in 
the Coastal Carolina University Catalog.  Policies for students with fewer than 30 credit hours 
are developed by the Coastal Student Success Center. Modifications to these policies must be 
approved by the Academic Affairs Committee, Faculty Senate and the provost. 


A. Freshman Academic Alert  
 
Students on freshman academic alert are required to: 


1.   Have their course schedule and credits reviewed and approved by their 
academic adviser at the beginning of the semester; 


2.   Enroll in and successfully complete a designated section of ACED-101, or 
ACED-102 if previously completed ACED-101* successfully; and  


3.   Meet with an assigned academic coaching specialist at least four times during 
any semester they are on freshman academic alert.  


 
Failure to complete these requirements could result in a student remaining on 
freshman academic alert.   
 


B. Academic Advisory 
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 Students with fewer than 30 credits hours on academic advisory are required to: 


1.   Have their course schedule and credits reviewed and approved by their 
academic adviser at the beginning of the semester; 


2.   Enroll in and successfully complete a designated section of ACED-101, or 
ACED-102 if previously completed ACED-101* successfully;  


3.   Meet with an assigned academic coaching specialist at least four times during 
any semester they are on freshman academic alert; and 


4. Complete any additional requirements for students on academic advisory as 
outlined by their college; see academic policy College Requirements for 
Academic Advisory. 


 
Failure to complete these requirements could result in a student remaining on 
academic advisory.   


 
C. Academic Probation 


 
Students with fewer than 30 credits hours who are on academic probation are required 
to: 
 


1. Enroll in no more than 16 credit hours per semester. (Students who pre-
registered for more than 16 credits must drop to 16 credits. Should the student 
fail to drop to 16 credits, the University may adjust the student’s course 
schedule to 16 credits); 


2. Enroll in and successfully complete a designated section of ACED-101, or 
ACED-102 if previously completed ACED-101* successfully;  


3. Meet with an assigned academic coaching specialist at least four times during 
any semester they are on academic probation; 


4. Complete the SOAR program information session; and  
5. Complete any additional requirements for students on academic probation as 


outlined by their college; see academic policy College Requirements for 
Academic Probation. 


 
*If a student has successfully completed both ACED-101 and ACED-102, they would then only 
be required to meet with an assigned academic coaching specialist at least six times during any 
semester they are on freshman academic alert, academic advisory, or academic probation. 
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Policy Title: Student Evaluation of Courses 


Policy Number: ACAD-127 


Revision Date: May 2021 


Policies Superseded: 131; ACAD-131 


Policy Management 
Area(s): 


Faculty Senate 


 


SUMMARY: 
 


Students enrolled in undergraduate and graduate courses are given the opportunity to evaluate 


the teaching of the course. 


 


POLICY: 
 


I. POLICY 


 


Near the end of each academic semester, each student enrolled in a course with six or more 


students must be given the opportunity to complete an evaluation of the course and 


instructor for the purpose of providing data for review of teaching performance. 


 


II. PROCEDURES 


 


A. The university will maintain a questionnaire for students’ evaluation of teaching. Each 


college and distance learning course will have the ability to add additional questions as 


long as these questions use the same rating scale as the university questionnaire. The 


questionnaire will be distributed to all students in each class section with six or more 


students. This questionnaire will not be automatically distributed to class sections with 


fewer than six students. Specific courses may be exempted from evaluation with the 


permission of the appropriate dean. Instructors who wish to receive student evaluations 


for classes with fewer than six students may request them and they must inform students 


that such evaluation is optional. 


 


B. The questionnaires will be made available to students online by the Office of 


Institutional Research, Assessment, and Analysis (IRAA). 


 


C. If evaluations are to be completed during class time, the instructor may not be 


present while students are completing evaluations. 


 


D. The evaluation questionnaires will be made available to the students according to the 


following: 
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• For regular fall and spring semesters, evaluations will be available to students 14 


days prior to the first day of the final exams. 


• For courses during the Fall II, and Spring II semesters, evaluations will be 


available on the same day as evaluations for the concomitant regular Fall and 


regular Spring semester. 


• For courses during the Fall I, Fall II, Spring I, and Spring II semesters, evaluations 


will be available seven days prior to the first day of the final exams. 


• For courses during the Maymester, Summer I, and Summer II all other semesters, 


evaluations will be available seven days prior to the end date. 


• For any courses with end dates differing from the semester’s standard, evaluations 


will be available for seven days prior to the end. 


 


In the above, usage of the word “days” refers to calendar days. 


 


E. IRAA will tabulate numeric questionnaire results and compile the written comments, 


which will be delivered as written to the instructor of record being evaluated, their 


department chairs, and their deans or the appropriate instructor supervisor. 


 


F. Instructors of evaluated courses will receive all results from each 


of their evaluated courses. Results will not be distributed to faculty prior to submission 


of students’ grades for the courses. 


 


G. Students will not have access to their grades (official or not) until the teaching 


evaluation period has ended. 
 


H. If a student has earned an FX grade prior to the close of evaluations (the appeals process 


was either waived or completed, and an FX grade has been assigned), they are unable to 


evaluate the course for which they received the FX. 


 
 


I. Evaluation results may be used by department chairs and deans in the assessment of 


individual teaching effectiveness. If stated in the faculty manual, teaching evaluations 


are a required component of promotion and tenure files. 


 


J. Changes to the students’ evaluation of teaching questionnaire at the university level 


must be approved by Faculty Senate prior to being implemented. Changes to students’ 


evaluation of teaching questionnaires at the college level must be approved by the 


faculty in that college prior to being implemented. Changes to students’ evaluation of 


teaching questionnaires related to distance learning must be approved by the standing 


Distance Learning Committee prior to being implemented. 








Academic Status 


The following standards regarding scholastic eligibility, freshman academic alert, academic advisory,  
academic probation, and academic suspension are applicable to all degree-seeking undergraduate 
students. Administration of these regulations is the responsibility of the Provost. 


Good Academic Standing 


Continued enrollment in Coastal Carolina University is a privilege that is granted to a student who is 
making satisfactory academic progress toward a degree. A degree-seeking student enrolled at Coastal 
Carolina University is in good academic standing unless placed on academic suspension. 


Freshman Academic Alert 


Students with fewer than 30 credits are placed on freshman academic alert when their academic 
performance indicates that there is a risk that they will be placed on academic probation in a future 
semester.  


A student is placed on freshman academic alert when: 


1. The student has earned fewer than 30 credit hours; and 


2. The student has a cumulative GPA of greater than or equal to 2.0 and less than 2.25 on graded 
hours at Coastal Carolina University. 


Students on freshman academic alert are required to comply with ACAD 139 – University Policies for 
Under 30 Credit Hours.   


Once the student has earned at least a cumulative grade point average equal to or above 2.25 in a 
regular semester or has above 30 credit hours, the student is no longer subject to the rules of freshman 
academic alert. Students who take a Maymester or Summer course and increase their cumulative GPA 
to above 2.25 are still considered on freshman academic alert for Fall semester and must follow the 
policies for freshman academic alert. 


Academic Advisory 


Students are placed on academic advisory when their academic performance indicates that there is a 
high risk that they will be placed on academic probation in a future semester. 


A student is placed on academic advisory when: 


1. The student earns a semester GPA of less than a 2.0 on graded hours at Coastal Carolina 
University; and 


2. The student has a cumulative GPA of greater than or equal to 2.0 and less than 2.5 on graded 
hours at Coastal Carolina University. 


Academic advisory appears on a student’s academic record at the end of the regular semesters (fall and 
spring). Students on academic advisory must complete a set of requirements to help them succeed 
academically.  Students with fewer than 30 credit hours are required to comply with ACAD 139 – 
University Policies for Under 30 Credit Hours.  All students must complete requirements as outlined by 







their college; see academic policy ACAD 136 - College Requirements for Academic Advisory.  Students 
who take Maymester or Summer courses and earn a semester GPA above a 2.00 or a cumulative GPA 
above 2.50 are still considered on academic advisory for Fall semester and must follow the policies for 
academic advisory. 


Academic Probation  


Students are placed on probation when their academic performance is endangering their opportunity to 
earn a degree from the university. When a student’s academic level of achievement falls below a 2.0 
cumulative grade point average on graded hours at Coastal Carolina University, the student is placed on 
probation. Probation appears on a student’s academic record at the end of the regular semesters (fall 
and spring). 


Students who are on academic probation may not enroll in more than 16 credits per semester. (Students 
who pre-registered for more than 16 credits must reduce their registration to 16 credits. Should the 
student fail to reduce to 16 credits, the University may adjust the student’s course schedule to 16 
credits). Students with fewer than 30 credit hours are required to comply with ACAD 139 – University 
Policies for Under 30 Credit Hours.  All students must complete requirements for academic probation as 
outlined by their college; see academic policy ACAD 137 -  College Requirements for Academic 
Probation.  Students who take Maymester or Summer courses and earn a cumulative GPA above 2.00 
are still considered on academic probation for Fall semester and must follow the policies for academic 
probation. 


A student who enrolls while on probation must demonstrate progress toward the attainment of a 
degree by earning at least a 2.0 semester grade point average in each subsequent regular semester to 
be allowed continued enrollment and to avoid academic suspension.  


Academic Suspension 


Students are suspended from Coastal Carolina University at the end of the fall or spring semesters if, 
while on probation, the student fails to earn a minimum 2.0 semester grade point average in the regular 
semester (fall or spring).   


The first academic suspension means a required separation from Coastal Carolina University for the 
regular semester (fall or spring) immediately following the semester in which the suspension occurs. 
After the first suspension is served, a student must be readmitted to the University through the Office of 
Admissions.  


A subsequent, or indefinite, suspension means a required separation from Coastal Carolina University 
for a minimum of one calendar year. Students who have served an indefinite academic suspension must 
seek readmission through the Academic Suspension Appeals Committee and be readmitted to the 
University through the Office of Admissions. Admission is not automatic or guaranteed. Students on 
academic suspension may not attend summer courses at Coastal Carolina University except by action of 
the Academic Suspension Petitions Committee. Suspended students who are granted permission to take 
summer courses will be admitted to those courses through the Office of the Registrar. 


Suspension, including reinstatement by appeal or administrative action, remains on the academic record 
and is considered as a suspension for subsequent decisions. 
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Students who enroll after academic suspension are admitted under the status of probation. Students 
are required to earn at least a 2.0 grade point average each regular semester (fall or spring) to avoid a 
subsequent suspension, until their cumulative GPA on graded hours at Coastal Carolina University 
reaches 2.0 or higher. Students are readmitted after suspension under probation and are subjected to 
all the rules of academic probation, which are previously outlined.   


Students on academic suspension may not be admitted to, or continue in, any program at Coastal 
Carolina University for credit or grade point average purposes. Students will be de-registered from all 
pre-registered coursework at the time of their suspension.  Suspension does not extend the time 
allowed to make up an I (incomplete) grade. Credits earned at other institutions while a student is on 
academic suspension from Coastal may be applied towards a degree from Coastal Carolina University, 
provided the coursework meets all transfer eligibility and degree program requirements. Credits earned 
at other institutions cannot be used to improve the Coastal Carolina University grade point average. 
Students are reminded that these rules are for suspension from Coastal Carolina University. Some 
degree programs may impose more stringent requirements for retention in the program.  


Under extenuating circumstances, students suspended by this policy have the right to appeal to the 
Coastal Carolina University Academic Suspension Appeals Committee to waive serving their suspension. 
Students must contact the Office of the Dean in the college of their major for information and deadlines 
for submitting an appeal. Any such request must be received before the beginning of the semester in 
question in order for the committee to have adequate time to process the request. Requests for 
appeals, specific deadlines and other information should be directed to the Office of the Dean in the 
college of the student’s major.  Please see Academic Suspension Appeal Instructions 
(https://www.coastal.edu/aboutccu/leadership/provost/academicsuspensionappealinstructions/) for 
more information.  
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Academic Status 


The following standards regarding scholastic eligibility, freshman academic alert, academic advisory,  
academic probation, and academic suspension are applicable to all degree-seeking undergraduate 
students. Administration of these regulations is the responsibility of the Provost. 


Good Academic Standing 


Continued enrollment in Coastal Carolina University is a privilege that is granted to a student who is 
making satisfactory academic progress toward a degree. A degree-seeking student enrolled at Coastal 
Carolina University is in good academic standing unless placed on academic suspension. 


Academic Advisory, Probation and Suspension Status 


Freshman Academic Alert 


Students with fewer than 30 credits are placed on freshman academic alert when their academic 
performance indicates that there is a risk that they will be placed on academic probation in a future 
semester.  


A student is placed on freshman academic alert when: 


1. The student has earned fewer than 30 credit hours; and 


2. The student has a cumulative GPA of greater than or equal to 2.0 and less than 2.25 on graded 
hours at Coastal Carolina University. 


Students on freshman academic alert are required to comply with ACAD 139 – University Policies for 
Under 30 Credit Hours.   


Once the student has earned at least a cumulative grade point average equal to or above 2.25 in a 
regular semester or has above 30 credit hours, the student is no longer subject to the rules of freshman 
academic alert. Students who take a Maymester or Summer course and increase their cumulative GPA 
to above 2.25 are still considered on freshman academic alert for Fall semester and must follow the 
policies for freshman academic alert. 


Academic Advisory 


Students are placed on academic advisory when their academic performance indicates that there is a 
high risk that they will be placed on academic probation in a future semester. 


A student is placed on academic advisory whenif: 


1. The student earns a semester GPA of less than a 2.0 on graded hours at Coastal Carolina 
University; and 


2. The student has a cumulative GPA of greater than or equal to 2.0 and less than 2.5 on graded 
hours at Coastal Carolina University. 


Academic advisory appears on a student’s academic record at the end of the regular semesters (fall and 
spring). Students on academic advisory must complete a set of requirements to help them succeed 
academically.  Students with fewer than 30 credit hours are required to comply with ACAD 139 – 
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University Policies for Under 30 Credit Hours.  All students must complete requirements , as outlined by 
their college; see academic policy ACAD 136 - College Requirements for Academic Advisory.  Students 
who take Maymester or Summer courses and earn a semester GPA above a 2.00 or a cumulative GPA 
above 2.50 are still considered on academic advisory for Fall semester and must follow the policies for 
academic advisory. 


Academic Probation  


Students are placed on probation when their academic performance is endangering their opportunity to 
earn a degree from the university. When a student’s academic level of achievement falls below a 2.0 
cumulative grade point average on graded hours at Coastal Carolina University, the student is placed on 
probation. Probation appears on a student’s academic record at the end of the regular semesters (fall 
and spring). 


Students who are on academic probation : 


1. Mmay not enroll in more than 16 credits per semester. (Students who pre-registered for more 
than 16 credits must reduce their registration to drop to 16 credits. Should the student fail to reduce 
drop to 16 credits, the University may adjust the student’s course schedule to 16 credits). Students with 
fewer than 30 credit hours are required to comply with ACAD 139 – University Policies for Under 30 
Credit Hours.  All students must complete requirements ; 


2. Are required to have their course schedules and credits reviewed and approved by their 
academic advisers at the beginning of each semester; 


3. Are required to meet at least two times per semester with their academic adviser; 


4. Are required to attend a one-day Dean’s Academic Counseling Seminar at the beginning of each 
semester; and 


Complete any additional requirements for academic probation as outlined by their college; see 
academic policy ACAD 137 -  College Requirements for Academic Probation.  Students who take 
Maymester or Summer courses and earn a cumulative GPA above 2.00 are still considered on academic 
probation for Fall semester and must follow the policies for academic probation. 


5.  


In addition to the requirements listed above, students who have earned less than 30 credits and are 
placed on probation will be enrolled in a designated section of ACED 101 and assigned an academic 
coach during any semester that they are on probation. They are required to meet at least four times 
with their academic coach as well as successfully complete ACED 101. 


A student who enrolls while on probation must demonstrate progress toward the attainment of a 
degree by earning at least a 2.0 semester grade point average in each subsequent regular semester to 
be allowed continued enrollment and to avoid academic suspension. Once the student has earned at 
least a 2.0 cumulative grade point average in a regular semester, the student is considered to be making 
satisfactory academic progress and is no longer subject to the rules of probation. 


Academic Suspension 
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Students are suspended from Coastal Carolina University at the end of the fall or spring semesters if, 
while on probation, the student fails to earn a minimum 2.0 semester grade point average in the regular 
semester (fall or spring).   


The first academic suspension means a required separation from Coastal Carolina University for the 
regular semester (fall or spring) immediately following the semester in which the suspension occurs. 
After the first suspension is served, a student must be readmitted to the University through the Office of 
Admissions.  


A subsequent, or indefinite, suspension means a required separation from Coastal Carolina University 
for a minimum of one calendar year. Students who have served an indefinite academic suspension must 
seek readmission through the Academic Suspension Petitions Appeals Committee and be readmitted to 
the University through the Office of Admissions. Admission is not automatic or guaranteed. Students on 
academic suspension may not attend summer courses at Coastal Carolina University except by action of 
the Academic Suspension Petitions Committee. Suspended students who are granted permission to take 
summer courses will be admitted to those courses through the Office of the Registrar. 


Suspension, including reinstatement by appealpetition or administrative action, remains on the 
academic record and is considered as a suspension for subsequent decisions. 


Students who enroll after academic suspension are admitted under the status of probation. Students 
are required to earn at least a 2.0 grade point average each regular semester (fall or spring) to avoid a 
subsequent suspension, until their cumulative GPA on graded hours at Coastal Carolina University 
reaches 2.0 or higher. Students who are readmitted after suspension under probation and are subjected 
to all the rules of academic probation, which are previously outlined.   


Under extenuating circumstances, appeals for readmission or other exceptions to academic policies may 
be presented to the Academic Suspension Petitions Committee. Students must contact the Office of the 
Dean in the college of their major for information and deadlines for submitting an appeal. Students on 
academic suspension may not be admitted to, or continue in, any program at Coastal Carolina University 
for credit or grade point average purposes. Students will be de-registered from all pre-registered 
coursework at the time of their suspension.  Suspension does not extend the time allowed to make up 
an I (incomplete) grade. Credits earned at other institutions while a student is on academic suspension 
from Coastal may be applied towards a degree from Coastal Carolina University, provided the 
coursework meets all transfer eligibility and degree program requirements. Credits earned at other 
institutions cannot be used to improve the Coastal Carolina University grade point average. Students are 
reminded that these rules are for suspension from Coastal Carolina University. Some degree programs 
may impose more stringent requirements for retention in the program.  


Under extenuating circumstances, appeals for readmission or other exceptions to academic policies may 
be presented to the Academic Suspension Petitions Committee. Students must contact the Office of the 
Dean in the college of their major for information and deadlines for submitting an appeal.Sstudents 
suspended by this policy have the right to appeal petition to the Coastal Carolina University Academic 
Suspension Petitions Appeals Committee to waive the application of theserving their suspension rule. 
Students must contact the Office of the Dean in the college of their major for information and deadlines 
for submitting an appeal. Any such request must be received before the beginning of the semester in 
question in order for the committee to have adequate time to process the request. Requests for 
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appealspetitions, specific deadlines and other information should be directed to the Office of the Dean 
in the college of the student’s major.  Please see Academic Suspension Appeal Instructions 
(https://www.coastal.edu/aboutccu/leadership/provost/academicsuspensionappealinstructions/) for 
more information.  
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Faculty Senate 


 


April 6, 2022 


Consent Agenda 


 


 


All changes are effective Fall 2022, unless otherwise noted.  


 


Academic Affairs (moved and seconded in committee) 


Proposal for change(s) in an undergraduate program: 


 


COLLEGE OF SCIENCE 


 


1. Department of Computing Sciences 


 


a.   Web Application Development Minor (Form B – ID # 708) 
The purpose of the minor in web application development is to provide programming-level training in the technology needed to 


develop database-driven web applications.  


Program Requirements (18 Credits) * Complete the 


following:  


• CSCI 120 - Introduction to Web Interface Development (3 credits)  


• CSCI 135 - Introduction to Programming (3 credits)  


• CSCI 145 - Intermediate Programming (3 credits)  


• CSCI 225 - Introduction to Relational Database and SQL (3 credits)  


• CSCI 303 - Introduction to Server-side Web Application Development (3 credits)  


Choose one from the following:  


• CSCI 365 - Internet Marketing (3 credits)  


• CSCI 375 - Introduction to Multimedia Applications (3 credits)  


• CSCI 409 - Advanced Web Application Development (3 credits)  


Total Credits Required: 18 Credits  
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Web Application Development minor students must earn a grade of 'C' or better in each course 


taken that is applied toward the minor requirements.  


* Coursework used to fulfill the requirements of this minor may not be counted toward any other 


minor offered by the Department of Computing Sciences. This minor cannot be used to fulfill a 


required minor, cognate, information systems environment, or application area requirement for 


any major offered by the Department of Computing Sciences.  


b. Computer Sciences (Form B – ID #709) 


 


Computer Science, B.S.  


Students must earn a grade of ‘C’ or better in all foundation and major requirement courses.  


Degree Requirements (123-137 Credits)  


Core Curriculum Requirements  


Core Curriculum (38-40 Total Credit Hours)   


Graduation Requirements  


Graduation Requirements (3-7+ Credits) *  Foundation 


Requirements (28-30 Credits) * Complete the following 


courses:  


• MATH 160 - Calculus I (4 credits) OR  


• MATH 160A - Calculus I A (2 credits) AND  


• MATH 160B - Calculus I B (2 credits)  


• MATH 161 - Calculus II (4 credits) OR  


• MATH 161A - Calculus II A (2 credits) AND  


• MATH 161B - Calculus II B (2 credits)  


• MATH 174 - Introduction to Discrete Mathematics (3 credits)  


• STAT 201 - Elementary Statistics (3 credits) AND  


• STAT 201L - Elementary Statistics Computer Laboratory (1 credit) Choose one 


course from the following:  


• MATH 242 - Modeling for Scientists I (3 credits) AND  


• MATH 242L - Modeling for Scientists I Laboratory (1 credit)  


• MATH 220 - Mathematical Proofs and Problem Solving (3 credits)  
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• MATH 260 - Calculus III (4 credits)  


• MATH 307 - Combinatorics (3 credits)  


• MATH 308 - Graph Theory (3 credits)  


• MATH 320 - Elementary Differential Equations (3 credits)  


• MATH 344 - Linear Algebra (3 credits)  


• MATH 407 - Coding Theory (3 credits)  


• MATH 408 - Cryptography (3 credits) Choose two courses from the following:  


• BIOL 121 - Biological Science I (3 credits) AND  


• BIOL 121L - Biological Science I Laboratory (1 credit)  


  


• BIOL 122 - Biological Science II (3 credits) AND  


• BIOL 122L - Biological Science II Laboratory (1 credit)  


  


• CHEM 111 - General Chemistry I (3 credits) AND  


• CHEM 111L - General Chemistry Laboratory I (1 credit)  


  


• CHEM 112 - General Chemistry II (3 credits) AND  


• CHEM 112L - General Chemistry Laboratory II (1 credit)  


  


• MSCI 111 - Introduction to Marine Science (3 credits) AND  


• MSCI 111L - The Present-Day Marine Environment Laboratory (1 credit)  


  


• MSCI 112 - Introduction to Earth and Marine Geology (3 credits) AND  


• MSCI 112L - Introduction to Earth and Marine Geology Lab (1 credit)  


  


• PHYS 137 - Models in Physics (3 credits) AND  


• PHYS 137L - Models in Physics Laboratory (1 credit)  


  


• PHYS 211 - Essentials of Physics I (3 credits) AND  


• PHYS 211L - Essentials of Physics I Laboratory (1 credit)  


  


• PHYS 212 - Essentials of Physics II (3 credits) AND  


• PHYS 212L - Essentials of Physics II Laboratory (1 credit)  


  


• PHYS 235 - Electric Circuits (3 credits) Choose one course from the following:  


• COMM 140 - Modern Human Communication: Principles and Practices (3 


credits)  
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• ENGL 290 - Introduction to Business Communication (3 credits)  


• ENGL 390 - Business and Professional Communication (3 credits)  


  


Major Requirements (60 Credits) Complete 


the following courses:  


• CSCI 120 - Introduction to Web Interface Development (3 credits)  


• CSCI 135 - Introduction to Programming (3 credits)  


• CSCI 145 - Intermediate Programming (3 credits)  


• CSCI 210 - Computer Organization and Programming (3 credits)  


• CSCI 220 - Data Structures (3 credits)  


• CSCI 250 Q* - Information Management (3 credits)  


• CSCI 270 - Data Communication Systems and Networks (3 credits)  


• Choose one CSCI course numbered 200 or above (3 credits) **  


• CSCI 330 - Systems Analysis & Software Engineering (3 credits)  


• CSCI 350 - Organization of Programming Languages (3 credits)  


• CSCI 356 - Operating Systems (3 credits)  


• CSCI 380 - Introduction to the Analysis of Algorithms (3 credits)  


• CSCI 385 - Introduction to Information Systems Security (3 credits)  


• CSCI 390 - Theory of Computation (3 credits)  


• CSCI 401 - Ethics and Professional Issues in Computing (3 credits)  


• CSCI 473 - Introduction to Parallel Systems (3 credits) Choose one course from 


the following:  


• CSCI 207 - Programming in C++ (3 credits)  


• CSCI 208 - Programming in Visual Basic (3 credits)  


• CSCI 209 - Programming in Java (3 credits) Choose three courses from the 


following:  


• CSCI 310 - Introduction to Computer Architecture (3 credits)  


• CSCI 425 - Database Systems Design (3 credits)  


• CSCI 440 - Introduction to Computer Graphics (3 credits)  


• CSCI 445 - Image Processing and Analysis (3 credits)  


• CSCI 445 Q* - Image Processing and Analysis (3 credits)  


• CSCI 480 - Introduction to Artificial Intelligence (3 credits)  


• CSCI 484 - Machine Learning (3 credits)  


• CSCI 485 - Introduction to Robotics (3 credits)  
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• CSCI 490 - Software Engineering II (3 credits) Total Credits Required: 123-137 


Note:  


* Course credit hours only count once toward the total university graduation credit hour 


requirements. Click on Credit Sharing for more information.  


** Courses taken elsewhere in the Core, Foundation, or Major may not be used to satisfy these 


requirements. 


 


 


1. Department of Kinesiology 


 


a.   Exercise and Sport Science (Form B – ID # 627) 


 


Exercise and Sport Science, B.S.: Exercise Science Professional Concentration  


  


Through coursework, research, and practice, the Bachelor of Science in exercise and sport 


science (EXSS) prepares students for entry into this dynamic and growing field. Students in the 


EXSS program acquire the knowledge, skills, and abilities of effective beginning professionals. 


Students study scientific and foundational content of human movement, engage in scholarly 


inquiry, and apply knowledge and theory to practice.   


Graduates of the EXSS major are trained to assess, design, and implement individual and group 


exercise programs for healthy individuals as well as those with chronic disease. They are skilled 


in evaluating health behaviors and risk factors, conducting fitness assessments, writing 


appropriate exercise prescriptions, and motivating individuals to modify negative health habits 


and maintain positive lifestyle behaviors. The exercise and sport science professional has 


demonstrated competence as a leader in university, corporate, commercial, or community 


settings in which their clients participate in movement and fitness-related activities. They are 


also prepared for advanced study in allied health or medical related fields (e.g. physical therapy, 


cardiac rehabilitation). In addition, upon completion, students will have the knowledge and skills 


required to complete one or more of the certification programs offered by organizations such as 


the American College of Sports Medicine and the National Strength and Conditioning 


Association.  


  


Mission Statement  


Coastal Carolina University’s exercise and sport science (EXSS) program is comprised of 


teacher-scholars trained to prepare students for successful entry into EXSS professions and 


related graduate study. The program provides a focal point for scientific scholarship and 
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expertise through the development and dissemination of faculty-driven research and scholarship. 


EXSS provides students with multiple opportunities for active learning through laboratory-based 


activities, student-mentored research, service to local communities, and internship experiences. 


Through these activities, students acquire knowledge of scientifically-based health/fitness 


concepts and develop skills related to exercise programming and leadership with the ultimate 


goal of enhancing the quality of life for residents of Horry County and beyond.  


  


Student Learning Outcomes  


At the completion of the exercise and sport science program, students will be able to:  


Describe and apply anatomical, physiological, biomechanical, biochemical, behavioral, and 


psychological concepts important to physical activity and exercise settings.  


Properly conduct health appraisals and assessments using current technologies and scientifically-


based methods for a variety of populations and settings.  


Properly plan and evaluate individualized exercise prescriptions and programs using 


health/fitness appraisals and assessments, knowledge of risk factors, and individual health status.  


Properly implement individualized and group exercise programs by using correct exercise 


techniques, methods, and programmatic variables.  


Apply the skills of scientific inquiry, research, and evaluation in the field of exercise and sport 


science. Monitor program administration including, but not limited to, management of 


emergency and safety procedures, risk management, facility design, and program 


evaluation/assessment.  


Demonstrate the dispositions of an effective entry-level exercise science professional including, 


but not limited to, physical activity and exercise, working within specific community or agency 


goals, and serving as a resource person.  


  


Policies and Requirements  


Students must earn a grade of ‘C’ or better in each course used to satisfy a) EXSS major 


requirements and b) all EXSS foundation courses. A grade of ‘C’ or better is also required in 


ENGL 101 and ENGL 102.  


All EXSS students are required to successfully complete one of the EXSS Concentration: 


Exercise Science  


Professional Concentration, Strength and Conditioning Concentration, or Pre-Allied Health 


Professions Concentration. A grade of ‘C’ or better is required for all concentration courses.  


  


Admission requirements to the internship (EXSS 495):  


Demonstration of acceptable professional dispositions;  
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‘C’ or better in all EXSS major requirements;  


‘C’ or better in all EXSS foundation requirements;  


Successful completion of all undergraduate required coursework;  


Current CPR certification.  


  


Degree Requirements (120 Credits)  


Core Curriculum Requirements (38-40 Credits)  


Core Curriculum (36-40 Total Credit Hours)  


Graduation Requirements (3-6+ Credits) *  


Foundation Courses (19-33 Credits) 


Complete the following courses:  


BIOL 121 - Biological Science I (3 credits)  


BIOL 121L - Biological Science I Laboratory (1 credit) AND  


  


BIOL 232 - Human Anatomy and Physiology I (3 credits) AND  


BIOL 232L - Human Anatomy and Physiology I Laboratory (1 credit)  


  


BIOL 242 - Human Anatomy and Physiology II (3 credits) AND  


BIOL 242L - Human Anatomy and Physiology II Laboratory (1 credit)  


  


EXSS 122 - Lifetime Fitness and Physical Activity (3 credits)  


  


EXSS 222 - Functional Kinesiology and Sport Conditioning (3 credits)  


  


Choose one course from the following:  


CHEM 101 - Introductory Chemistry (3 credits) AND  


CHEM 101L - Introductory Chemistry Laboratory (1 credit)  
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CHEM 111 - General Chemistry I (3 credits) AND  


CHEM 111L - General Chemistry Laboratory I (1 credit)  


  


PHYS 205 - Introductory Physics for Life Sciences I (3 credits) AND  


PHYS 205L - Introductory Physics for Life Sciences I Laboratory (1 credit)  


  


PHYS 211 - Essentials of Physics I (3 credits) AND  


PHYS 211L - Essentials of Physics I Laboratory (1 credit)  


  


Choose one course from the following:  


MATH 131 - Trigonometry (3 credits)  


MATH 132 - Calculus for Business and Social Science (3 credits)  


MATH 135 - Precalculus (4 credits)  


MATH 160 - Calculus I (4 credits) OR  


MATH 160A - Calculus I A (2 credits) AND  


MATH 160B - Calculus I B (2 credits)  


  


Complete the following:  


STAT 201 - Elementary Statistics (3 credits) AND  


STAT 201L - Elementary Statistics Computer Laboratory (1 credit)  


  


Choose one course from the following:  


PSYC 101 - General Psychology (3 credits)  


SOC 101 - Introductory Sociology (3 credits)  


  


Major Requirements (31 Credits)  
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Complete the following courses:  


EXSS 205 - Introduction to Exercise and Sport Science (3 credits)  


EXSS 310 - Exercise and Sport Nutrition (3 credits)  


EXSS 330 - Injury Management (3 credits)  


EXSS 340 - Sport and Exercise Behavior (3 credits)  


EXSS 350 - Exercise Physiology (3 credits) AND  


EXSS 350L - Laboratory in Exercise Physiology (1 credit)  


EXSS 360 - Motor Behavior (3 credits) AND  


EXSS 360L - Laboratory in Motor Behavior (1 credit)  


EXSS 385 - Exercise Testing and Prescription (3 credits) AND  


EXSS 385L - Laboratory in Exercise Testing and Prescription (1 credit)  


EXSS 400 - Biomechanics (3 credits)  


EXSS 415 - Personal Fitness Leadership (3 credits)  


EXSS 490 - Seminar in Exercise and Sport Science (1 credit)  


  


Students must complete ONE of the concentration experiences. Students are strongly encouraged 


to consult with their academic advisor when making this selection.  


  


Exercise Science Professional Concentration  


The Exercise Science Professional concentration is designed to give students significant real-life 


exposure to the profession. Students will complete a semester long internship in an exercise 


science related organization that aligns with their career goals. Options include, but are not 


limited to, cardiac rehabilitation, corporate health and wellness programs, and sport-specific and 


personal training.  


  


Exercise Science Professional Courses (15-18 Credits) 


Complete the following:  


EXSS 410 – Cardiopulmonary Rehabilitation (3 credits)  


EXSS 495 Q - Internship in Exercise and Sport Science (9 or 12 credits)  
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Exercise Science Electives - Choose six (6) credits from the following:  


Exercise Science Elective - Choose three (3) credits from the following:  


EXSS 320 - Research Design in Exercise Science (3 credits)  


EXSS 390 - Strength and Conditioning (3 credits)  


EXSS 399 - Independent Study in Exercise and Sport Science (1 to 3 credits)  


EXSS 401 - Psychology of Sport-Related Injury (3 credits)  


EXSS 405 - Exercise Testing and Prescription for Diverse Populations (3 credits)  


EXSS 410 – Cardiopulmonary Rehabilitation (3 credits)  


EXSS 420 - Exercise and Aging (3 credits)  


EXSS 450 - Laboratory Skills in Exercise Science (3 credits)  


EXSS 499 - Directed Undergraduate Research in Exercise and Sport Science (1 to 6 credits)  


Electives (0-8 Credits)  


Total Credits Required: 120  


 


 


Academic Affairs (moved and seconded in committee) 


Proposals for new undergraduate courses: 


 


COASTAL STUDENT SUCCESS CENTER 


 


1. Coastal Student Success Center 


 


 a. UNIV 210- Sophomore-Year Experience (Form C – ID# 604) 


 


Proposed catalog description: UNIV 210 - Sophomore-Year Experience (3 credits) Course 


Restriction(s): Student must be considered a sophomore or have taken/be registered for at 


least 30 hours at the time they register. This course is designed to support continued 


academic growth through the integration of campus and community curricular and co-


curricular experiences, and the relational transition of second year students. The course 


focuses on further developing academic and campus engagement, career maturity, self-


regulatory learning, growth mindset and resiliency, and personal growth. F,S 


 


Course Prefix/Number: UNIV 210 
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Course Title: Sophomore-Year Experience 


Primary Goal: This course may be taken as an elective  


Repeatable for Credit: No 


Course Equivalencies: None 


Pass/Fail Grading: No 


Prerequisite(s): None 


Corequisite(s): None 


Number of credits: 3 credits  


Cross-listing(s): None 


Course Restriction(s): Student must be considered a sophomore or have taken/be registered 


for at least 30 hours at the time they register.  


Estimated enrollment: 25 


Prior enrollment in course: n/a 


Method of delivery: Classroom 


Semester(s) offered: Fall, Spring 


Considered for the Core Curriculum: No   


 


 


 


COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 


 


1. Department of Graduate and Special Studies 


 


 a. EDSC 449 - Principles and Methods of Teaching Social Studies (Form C – ID# 543) 


 


Proposed catalog description: EDSC 449 Principles and Methods of Teaching Social Studies 


(3 credits) (Prerequisite: EDSC 349) Study of methods, techniques, and materials appropriate 


to teaching social studies. A clinical experience in public schools is included. F 


 


Course Prefix/Number: EDSC 449 


Course Title: Principles and Methods of Teaching Social Studies 


Primary Goal: This course may be taken as an elective  


Repeatable for Credit: No 


Course Equivalencies: None 


Pass/Fail Grading: No 


Prerequisite(s): EDSC 349 


Corequisite(s): None 


Number of credits: 3 credits  


Cross-listing(s): EDSC 549 


Course Restriction(s): None  


Estimated enrollment: 25 
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Prior enrollment in course:15-20 


Method of delivery: Other 


Semester(s) offered: Fall 


Considered for the Core Curriculum: No   


 


 


 


2.  EDSC 490 – Internship (Form C – ID# 552) 


      


Proposed catalog description: EDSC 490 Internship (9 credits) (Coreq: EDSC 480) 


Supervised teaching experience. Interns are assigned to schools for a period of no fewer than 


60 instructional days. F,S 


Course Prefix/Number: EDSC 490 


Course Title: Internship 


Primary Goal: This course may be taken as an elective  


Repeatable for Credit: No 


Course Equivalencies: None 


Pass/Fail Grading: Yes 


Prerequisite(s): 


Corequisite(s): EDSC 480 


Number of credits: 9 credits  


Cross-listing(s): None 


Course Restriction(s): None  


Estimated enrollment: 25 


Prior enrollment in course: N/A 


Method of delivery: Other 


Semester(s) offered: Fall, Spring 


Considered for the Core Curriculum: No   


 


 


COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND FINE ARTS 


 


1. Department of Communication, Media and Culture 
 


a.  COMM 201– Communicating with Cultural Awareness: Diversity, Difference, and 


       Inclusion (Form C – ID# 583)                   


 


Proposed catalog description: COMM 201 Communicating with Cultural Awareness: 


Diversity, Difference, and Inclusion (3 credits) Examines how people communicate with 


cultural mindfulness and awareness in everyday life. Students learn communication concepts, 
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strategies, and theories for inclusive communication in personal, social, and professional 


contexts. F, S 


 


Course Prefix/Number: COMM 201 


Course Title: Communicating with Cultural Awareness: Diversity, Difference, and Inclusion 


Primary Goal: This course is required for a major or can be taken as an elective. 


Repeatable for Credit: No 


Course Equivalencies: None 


Pass/Fail Grading: No 


Prerequisite(s): None 


Corequisite(s): None 


Number of credits: 3 credits  


Cross-listing(s): None 


Course Restriction(s): None  


Estimated enrollment: 24 


Prior enrollment in course: n/a 


Method of delivery: Classroom 


Semester(s) offered: Fall, Spring 


Considered for the Core Curriculum: No  


 


 b. COMM 406– Communication Identity in Sport (Form C – ID# 584) 


 


Proposed catalog description: COMM 406 Communication Identity in Sport (3 credits) 


Facilitates in-depth understanding and application of theory to the study of sport, 


communication, and the social construction of identity. Teaches analysis and critique of how 


sport serves as a historical and cultural force in the social construction of identity as well as 


how sport serves as a site for resistance and power, both locally and globally. Topics may 


include examination of communicative constructions and representations at the intersection of 


race, gender, sexuality, ability, national identity, and other identity factors that are influenced 


by and exert influence upon sport. F 


 


Course Prefix/Number: COMM 406 


Course Title: Communication Identity in Sport 


Primary Goal: This course is required for a major, cognate, or can be taken as an elective. 


Repeatable for Credit: No 


Course Equivalencies: None 


Pass/Fail Grading: No 


Prerequisite(s): None 


Corequisite(s): None 


Number of credits: 3 credits  


Cross-listing(s): None 
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Course Restriction(s): None  


Estimated enrollment: 24 


Prior enrollment in course: n/a 


Method of delivery: Classroom 


Semester(s) offered: Fall 


Considered for the Core Curriculum: No  


 


2. Department of Languages and Intercultural Studies 


 


 a. LIS 412– Mafia Movies (Form C – ID# 475) 


 


Proposed catalog description: LIS 412 - Mafia Movies (3 credits) (Prereq: ENGL 101). 


Relying on the analysis of historical, anthropological, literary, and cinematic texts and adopting 


an intercultural perspective, this course explores representations of the Mafia in Italian and 


American cinema and TV series from the early 20th century to today. In addition to introducing 


students to essential character types, film techniques, and narrative conventions that distinguish 


the “mafia movie” from other related genres, this course raises key questions about cultural 


representations of power, stereotypes, migration, national identity, race, gender, class 


difference, anti-mafia activism, and social justice in rural and urban contexts. Offered as 


needed. 


 


Course Prefix/Number: LIS 412 


Course Title: Mafia Movies 


Primary Goal: This course is cognate or may be taken as an elective  


Repeatable for Credit: No 


Course Equivalencies: None 


Pass/Fail Grading: No 


Prerequisite(s): ENGL 101 


Corequisite(s): None 


Number of credits: 3 credits  


Cross-listing(s): None 


Course Restriction(s): None  


Estimated enrollment: 18 


Prior enrollment in course: 14 


Method of delivery: Classroom 


Semester(s) offered: As needed 


Considered for the Core Curriculum: No   


 


b.    LIS 398– Asian Diaspora in the Francosphere (Form C – ID# 528) 
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Proposed catalog description: LIS 398 Asian Diaspora in the Francospheres (3 credits) The 


immigration waves of the late twentieth century have witnessed the emergence and success 


of a group of Asian Francophone writers who, originally from Asia, publish in France and 


Quebec, Canada. While French has become their authoring language, linguistic idioms, poetic 


imagery, and classical thought from Asian cultural heritage permeate their French texts and 


visual artworks, reflecting a strong translingual and intercultural sensibility. In this course, 


we explore the Asian experience of displacement, memory, belonging, and otherness in the 


literary works and cultural productions of the most acclaimed contemporary Asian 


Francophone writers. Together, we discuss the construction of Asian diasporic identities 


through the lens of diaspora, translinguality, and global mobility. F, S, Su. 


 


Course Prefix/Number: LIS 398 


Course Title: Asian Diaspora in the Francospheres 


Primary Goal: This course may be taken as an elective  


Repeatable for Credit: No 


Course Equivalencies: None 


Pass/Fail Grading: No 


Prerequisite(s): None 


Corequisite(s): None 


Number of credits: 3 credits  


Cross-listing(s): None 


Course Restriction(s): None  


Estimated enrollment: 20 


Prior enrollment in course: 28 


Method of delivery: Classroom 


Semester(s) offered: Fall, Spring, Summer 


Considered for the Core Curriculum: No   


 


 


 


 


COLLEGE OF SCIENCE 


 


1. Department of Marine Science 


 


 a. MSCI 464 - Marine Molecular Ecology (Form C – ID# 608) 


 


Proposed catalog description: MSCI 464 - Marine Molecular Ecology (3 credits) (Prereq: 


A grade of C or better in MSCI 302 and MSCI 302L or BIOL 350 and BIOL 350L) (Coreq: 


MSCI 464L) This course explores the application of phylogenetic and population genetics 


techniques to marine ecological and biological questions such as taxonomy and 
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identification, species discovery, cryptogenic species origins, invasion pathways, population 


connectivity, and conservation through examination of case studies in the marine 


environment and hands on practice of these techniques using student-generated and 


published data sets. Three lecture hours per week. F, S. 


 


Course Prefix/Number: MSCI 464 


Course Title: Marine Molecular Ecology 


Primary Goal: This course may be taken as an elective. 


Repeatable for Credit: No 


Course Equivalencies: None 


Pass/Fail Grading: No 


Prerequisite(s): A grade of C or better in MSCI 302 and MSCI 302L or BIOL 350 and BIOL 


350L 


Corequisite(s): MSCI 464L 


Number of credits: 3 credits  


Cross-listing(s): None 


Course Restriction(s): None  


Estimated enrollment: 20 


Prior enrollment in course: 10 


Method of delivery: Classroom 


Semester(s) offered: Fall, Spring 


Considered for the Core Curriculum: No   


 


b.  MSCI 464L - Marine Molecular Ecology Laboratory (Form C – ID# 609) 


 


Proposed catalog description: MSCI 464L - Marine Molecular Ecology Laboratory (1 


credit) (Coreq: MSCI 464) This course demonstrates the topics and principles presented in 


lecture and provides hands on practice of these techniques using student-generated and 


published data sets. Three lab hours per week. F, S. 


 


Course Prefix/Number: MSCI 464L 


Course Title: Marine Molecular Ecology Laboratory 


Primary Goal: This course may be taken as an elective  


Repeatable for Credit: No 


Course Equivalencies: None 


Pass/Fail Grading: No 


Prerequisite(s): None 


Corequisite(s): MSCI 464 


Number of credits: 1 credit  


Cross-listing(s): None 


Course Restriction(s): None  
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Estimated enrollment: 20 


Prior enrollment in course: 10 


Method of delivery: Lab 


Semester(s) offered: Fall, Spring 


Considered for the Core Curriculum: No   


 


*All MCES courses listed below have an effective date of fall 2023. 


 


c.  MCES 395- Internship Experience in Marine Coastal Environmental Science (Form ID#  


      643) 


 


Proposed catalog description: MCES 395 - Internship Experience in Marine Coastal 


Environmental Science (0 credits) (This course is restricted to MCES majors) (Prereq: 


Permission of the instructor and approved contract) Supervised and evaluated study in the 


laboratory or field. If desired, a student may register for MCES 397, MCES 398, or MCES 


399 in subsequent semesters, and be awarded credit at the rate of 1 credit for every 50 hours 


of supervised study in the laboratory or field with a Satisfactory grade earned. Pass/Fail 


grading only. F, S, Su. 


 


Course Prefix/Number: MCES 395 


Course Title: Internship Experience in Marine Coastal Environmental Science 


Primary Goal: This course may be taken as an elective. 


Repeatable for Credit: No 


Course Equivalencies: None 


Pass/Fail Grading: Yes 


Prerequisite(s): Permission of the instructor and approved contract 


Corequisite(s): None 


Number of credits: 0 credits  


Cross-listing(s): None 


Course Restriction(s): The course is restricted to MCES majors.  


Estimated enrollment: 5 


Prior enrollment in course: n/a 


Method of delivery: Other 


Semester(s) offered: Fall, Spring, Summer 


Considered for the Core Curriculum: No   


 


d.  MCES 396- Practical Experience in Marine Coastal Environmental Science (Form C - ID#  


     644) 


 


Proposed catalog description: MCES 396 - Practical Experience in Marine Coastal 


Environmental Science (0 credits) (This course is restricted to MCES majors) (Prereq: 
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Permission of the instructor and approved contract) Practical experience through observing 


and assisting in the conduct of field or laboratory research related to marine coastal 


environmental science. Pass/Fail grading only. F, S, Su.  


 


Course Prefix/Number: MCES 396 


Course Title: Practical Experience in Marine Coastal Environmental Science 


Primary Goal: This course may be taken as an elective 


Repeatable for Credit: No 


Course Equivalencies: None 


Pass/Fail Grading: Yes 


Prerequisite(s): Permission of the instructor and approved contract 


Corequisite(s): None 


Number of credits: 0 credits  


Cross-listing(s): None 


Course Restriction(s): This course is restricted to MCES majors.  


Estimated enrollment: 5 


Prior enrollment in course: n/a 


Method of delivery: Other 


Semester(s) offered: Fall, Spring, Summer 


Considered for the Core Curriculum: No   


 


e.  MCES 398- Internship in Marine Coastal Environmental Science (Form C – ID# 646) 


 


Proposed catalog description: MCES 398 - Internship in Marine Coastal Environmental 


Science (1 to 12 credits) (This course is restricted to MCES majors) (Prereq: A C or better in 


at least one MCES or MSCI course at the 300 level or above and approved contract. A 


contract must be approved by the instructor/faculty coordinator, off-campus supervisor, and 


the department chair by the time of registration.) Work experience related to marine coastal 


environmental science or a related field, as part of an approved internship with primary 


supervision by a non-faculty member. Requires a minimum of 50 hours of on-site, 


supervised, and evaluated student work experience per credit. The course may be taken for 


up to 12 credits, but no more than 6 total credits of 396, 397, 398, 399, 497, 498, and/or 499 


may be used for major credit. F, S, Su. 


 


Course Prefix/Number: MCES 398 


Course Title: Internship in Marine Coastal Environmental Science 


Primary Goal: This course may be taken as an elective 


Repeatable for Credit: No 


Course Equivalencies: None 


Pass/Fail Grading: No 
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Prerequisite(s): A C or better in at least one MCES or MSCI course at the 300 level or above 


and approved contract. 


Corequisite(s): None 


Number of credits: 1 to 12 credits 


Cross-listing(s): None 


Course Restriction(s): This course is restricted to MCES majors.  


Estimated enrollment: 10 


Prior enrollment in course: n/a 


Method of delivery: Other 


Semester(s) offered: Fall, Spring, Summer 


Considered for the Core Curriculum: No   


 


f.  MCES 399 - Independent Study (Form C – ID# 647) 


 


Proposed catalog description: MCES 399 - Independent Study (1 to 4 credits) (This course 


is restricted to MCES majors) (Prereq: A contract must be approved by the instructor and the 


department chair by the time of registration) Directed study of specific topics related to 


marine coastal environmental science. This course is repeatable for credit under different 


topics. No more than 6 total credit hours of 396, 397, 398, 399, 497, 498, and/or 499 may be 


used for major credit. F, S, Su. 


 


Course Prefix/Number: MCES 399 


Course Title: Independent Study 


Primary Goal: This course may be taken as an elective. 


Repeatable for Credit: No 


Course Equivalencies: None 


Pass/Fail Grading: No 


Prerequisite(s): A contract must be approved by the instructor and the department chair by 


the time of registration 


Corequisite(s): None 


Number of credits: 1 to 4 credits  


Cross-listing(s): None 


Course Restriction(s): This course is restricted to MCES majors.  


Estimated enrollment: 3 


Prior enrollment in course: n/a 


Method of delivery: Other 


Semester(s) offered: Fall, Spring, Summer 


Considered for the Core Curriculum: No   


 


g.  MCES 497 - Marine Coastal Environmental Science Senior Thesis (Form C – ID# 648) 
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Proposed catalog description: MCES 497 - Marine Coastal Environmental Science Senior 


Thesis (3 to 6 credits) (This course is restricted to MCES majors) (A grade of B or better in 


both lecture and lab for two of the four MSCI core courses: MSCI 301/MSCI 301L, MSCI 


302/MSCI 302L, MSCI 304/MSCI 304L, MSCI 305/MSCI 305L; and MCES 422 and 


MCES 422L or permission of the instructor. A contract must be approved by the instructor 


and the department chair by the time of registration.) Each student plans and executes an 


original research project with guidance and supervision of a marine science faculty member. 


Results are presented in written and oral form. Senior thesis is strongly suggested for 


students intending to pursue graduate studies. No more than six total credit hours of 396, 397, 


398, 399, 497, 498, and/or 499 may be used for major credit. F, S, Su. 


 


Course Prefix/Number: MCES 497  


Course Title: Marine Coastal Environmental Science Senior Thesis 


Primary Goal: This course may be taken as an elective.  


Repeatable for Credit: No 


Course Equivalencies: None 


Pass/Fail Grading: No 


Prerequisite(s): A grade of B or better in both lecture and lab for two of the four MSCI core 


courses: MSCI 301/MSCI 301L, MSCI 302/MSCI 302L, MSCI 304/MSCI 304L, MSCI 


305/MSCI 305L; and MCES 422 and MCES 422L or permission of the instructor 


Corequisite(s): None 


Number of credits: 3 to 6 credits  


Cross-listing(s): None 


Course Restriction(s): This course is restricted to MCES majors.  


Estimated enrollment: 3 


Prior enrollment in course: n/a 


Method of delivery: Other 


Semester(s) offered: Fall, Spring, Summer 


Considered for the Core Curriculum: No   


 


h.  MCES 498 - Research Internship (Form C – ID# 649) 


 


Proposed catalog description: MCES 498 - Research Internship (1 to 12 credits) (This 


course is restricted to MCES majors) (Prereq: Minimum cumulative GPA of 2.5 and a grade 


of C or better in 2 marine coastal environmental science or marine science courses at the 300 


level or above. A contract must be approved by the instructor/faculty coordinator, off-campus 


supervisor, and the department chair by the time of registration.) Research experience related 


to marine coastal environmental science or a related field, as part of an approved internship 


with primary supervision by a non-faculty member. The student must complete a directed 


research project and a research paper or summary presentation as part of the internship. 


Requires a minimum of 50 hours of on-site, supervised, and evaluated student work 
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experience per credit. The course may be taken for up to 12 credits, but no more than 6 total 


credits of 396, 397, 398, 399, 497, 498, and/or 499 may be used for major credit. F, S, Su. 


 


Course Prefix/Number: MCES 498  


Course Title: Research Internship 


Primary Goal: This course may be taken as an elective 


Repeatable for Credit: No 


Course Equivalencies: None 


Pass/Fail Grading: No 


Prerequisite(s): Minimum cumulative GPA of 2.5 and a C or better in 2 marine coastal 


environmental science or marine science courses at the 300 level or above 


Corequisite(s): None 


Number of credits: 1 to 12 credits  


Cross-listing(s): None 


Course Restriction(s): This course is restricted to MCES majors.  


Estimated enrollment: 2 


Prior enrollment in course: n/a 


Method of delivery: Other 


Semester(s) offered: Fall, Spring, Summer 


Considered for the Core Curriculum: No   


 


i.  MCES 499 - Directed Undergraduate Research (Form C – ID# 650) 


 


Proposed catalog description: MCES 499 - Directed Undergraduate Research (3 to 6 


credits) (This course is restricted to MCES majors) (Prereq: A contract must be approved by 


the instructor and the department chair by the time of registration) Structured undergraduate 


research projects conducted with faculty direction and participation. Projects explore marine 


coastal environmental science or related problems using the scientific method. One 


conference and no less than five laboratory or field research hours are expected per week. No 


more than 6 total credit hours of 396, 397, 398, 399, 497, 498, and/or 499 may be used for 


major credit. F, S, Su. 


 


Course Prefix/Number: MCES 499 


Course Title: Directed Undergraduate Research 


Primary Goal: This course may be taken as an elective 


Repeatable for Credit: No 


Course Equivalencies: None 


Pass/Fail Grading: No 


Prerequisite(s): A contract must be approved by the instructor and the department chair by 


the time of registration 


Corequisite(s): None 
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Number of credits: 3 to 6 credits  


Cross-listing(s): None 


Course Restriction(s): This course is restricted to MCES majors. 


Estimated enrollment: 3 


Prior enrollment in course: n/a 


Method of delivery: Other 


Semester(s) offered: Fall, Spring, Summer 


Considered for the Core Curriculum: No   


j. MCES 422 - Field Methods in Marine Coastal Environmental Science (Form C – ID# 701)


Proposed catalog description: MCES 422 Field Methods in Marine Coastal Environmental 


Science (3 credits) (This course is restricted to MCES majors) (Pre-req: A grade of C or 


better in both lecture and lab for two of the four MSCI core courses: MSCI 301/MSCI 301L, 


MSCI 302/MSCI 302L, MSCI 304/MSCI 304L, MSCI 305/MSCI 305L) (Co-req: MCES 


422L) Development of skills needed to collect, prepare, and analyze samples from the marine 


coastal environment using standard field sampling techniques, laboratory analytical methods, 


interpretation, and reporting for common analyses, assessments, and permit applications. 


This course emphasizes the dynamic interrelationships between marine science 


subdisciplines in the coastal zone at relevant spatial and temporal scales.  The course 


integrates intensive hands-on field and laboratory activity.  F, S, Su. 


Course Prefix/Number: MCES 422 


Course Title: Field Methods in Marine Coastal Environmental Science 


Primary Goal: This course is required for a major 


Repeatable for Credit: No 


Course Equivalencies: None 


Pass/Fail Grading: No 


Prerequisite(s): A grade of C or better in both lecture and lab for two of the four MSCI core 


courses: MSCI 301/MSCI 301L, MSCI 302/MSCI 302L, MSCI 304/MSCI 304L, MSCI 305/


MSCI 305L 


Corequisite(s): MCES 422L 


Number of credits: 3 credits  


Cross-listing(s): None 


Course Restriction(s): The course is restricted to MCES majors. 


Estimated enrollment: 20 


Prior enrollment in course: n/a 


Method of delivery: Classroom 


Semester(s) offered: Fall, Spring, Summer 
Considered for the Core Curriculum: No   


k. MCES 422L- Field Methods in Marine Coastal Environmental Science Laboratory
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     (Form C – ID# 702) 


 


Proposed catalog description: MCES 422L Field Methods in Marine Coastal 


Environmental Science Laboratory (1 credit) (This course is required for MCES majors) (Co-


req: MCES 422) The laboratory demonstrates the topics and principles presented in lecture. 


Field and laboratory activities emphasize standard methods as well as practical 


demonstrations and applications of lecture concepts in local habitats. Some required field 


activities may be conducted outside of the scheduled laboratory period. F, S, Su. 


 


Course Prefix/Number: MCES 422L 


Course Title: Field Methods in Marine Coastal Environmental Science Laboratory 


Primary Goal: This course is required for a major 


Repeatable for Credit: No 


Course Equivalencies: None 


Pass/Fail Grading: No 


Prerequisite(s): None 


Corequisite(s): MCES 422 


Number of credits: 1 credit  


Cross-listing(s): None 


Course Restriction(s): The course is restricted for MCES majors.  


Estimated enrollment: 20  


Prior enrollment in course: n/a 


Method of delivery: Lab 


Semester(s) offered: Fall, Spring, Summer 


Considered for the Core Curriculum: No  


  


l.  MCES 462- Salt Marsh Ecology (Form C – ID# 703) 


 


Proposed catalog description: MCES 462 Salt Marsh Ecology (3 credits) (Pre-req: A grade 


of C or better in MSCI 302 and MSCI 302L) (Co-req: MCES 462L) This course presents an 


overview of modern salt marsh ecosystem biology, ecology, and current status with emphasis 


on related functional and structural services to the coastal zone. The course relies on primary 


literature to provide a foundation for related resource management, policy, and conservation 


topics. F, S, Su. 


 


Course Prefix/Number: MCES 462 


Course Title: Salt Marsh Ecology 


Primary Goal: This course may be taken as an elective 


Repeatable for Credit: No 


Course Equivalencies: None 


Pass/Fail Grading: No 
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Prerequisite(s): A grade of C or better in MSCI 302 and MSCI 302L 


Corequisite(s): MCES 462L 


Number of credits: 3 credits  


Cross-listing(s): None 


Course Restriction(s): None 


Estimated enrollment: 20 


Prior enrollment in course: n/a 


Method of delivery: Classroom 


Semester(s) offered: Fall, Spring, Summer 


Considered for the Core Curriculum: No   


m. MCES 462L- Salt Marsh Ecology Laboratory (Form C – ID# 705)


Proposed catalog description: MCES 462L Salt Marsh Ecology Laboratory (1 credit) (Co-


req: MCES 462).  The laboratory demonstrates the topics and principles presented in lecture. 


Field and laboratory activities emphasize standard methods as well as practical 


demonstrations and applications of lecture concepts in local habitats. Some required field 


activities may be conducted outside of the scheduled laboratory period. F, S, Su. 


Course Prefix/Number: MCES 462L 


Course Title: Salt Marsh Ecology Laboratory 


Primary Goal: This course may be taken as an elective 


Repeatable for Credit: No 


Course Equivalencies: None 


Pass/Fail Grading: No 


Prerequisite(s): None 


Corequisite(s): MCES 462 


Number of credits: 1 credit  


Cross-listing(s): None 


Course Restriction(s): None 


Estimated enrollment: 20 


Prior enrollment in course: n/a 


Method of delivery: Lab 


Semester(s) offered: Fall, Spring, Summer 


Considered for the Core Curriculum: No   


2. Department of Recreation and Sport Management


a. RSM 351– The Business of eSport (Form C – ID# 450)
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Proposed catalog description: RSM 351 The Business of eSport (3 credits) (Prerequisites: 


Students must have completed 60 credit hours) This course is designed to provide students 


with an overview of the business of eSports. The course focuses on the business applications 


of the industry. An area of emphasis is developing an understanding of the history of eSport 


and video gaming from creation to the development of the modern, competitive gaming 


environment in contemporary society. F, S 


Course Prefix/Number: RSM 351 


Course Title: The Business of eSport 


Primary Goal: This course may be taken as an elective  


Repeatable for Credit: No 


Course Equivalencies: None 


Pass/Fail Grading: No 


Prerequisite(s): Students must have completed 60 credit hours 


Corequisite(s): None 


Number of credits: 3 credits 


Cross-listing(s): None 


Course Restriction(s): Students must have a minimum of 60 credit hours. 


Estimated enrollment: 15 


Prior enrollment in course: n/a 


Method of delivery: Classroom
Semester(s) offered: Fall, Summer
Considered for the Core Curriculum: No   


Academic Affairs (moved and seconded in committee) 


Proposals for change(s) in, restoration of, or removal of undergraduate courses: 


COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 


1. Department of Finance and Economics


a. FIN 301 - Business Finance


Proposed revision(s): Change to course title (Form A – ID# 611) FROM: Business


Finance TO: Principles of Finance
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COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND FINE ARTS 


1. Department of Communication, Media and Culture


a. COMM 421 – Social Media in Health Contexts


Proposed revision(s): Remove course from the catalog (Form A – ID# 660)


b. COMM 274 – Organizational Communication


Proposed revision(s): Changes to course descriptions, prerequisites, course levels,


course prefix, semesters offered, and course titles.  (Form A – ID# 663)


See attached form


Form_A_ID 663.pdf


c. COMM 160 – Persuasion


Proposed revision(s): Change to course description (Form A – ID# 664)


Proposed catalog description:


COMM 160 Persuasion (3 credits) Introduces the study and practice of persuasion in


various contexts. Topics may include how persuasion shapes attitudes, thoughts,


decisions, arguments, and behaviors, with emphasis on source, message, medium, and


audience impacts. Students learn to critically evaluate persuasive appeals in public


addresses, marketing, news, social media, group, and interpersonal contexts. F, S, Su.


2. Department of Visual Arts


a. ARTH 410– Art Crime


Proposed revision(s): Change to prerequisite(s), semesters offered and course 
description (Form A – ID# 712) FROM: ARTH 250 or POLI 201 or permission of 
instructor TO: ARTH 105 or ARTH 106 or ARTH 107 or POLI 201; FROM: Fall, 
Summer, May TO: Fall, Spring, Summer
Proposed catalog description:


ARTH 410 - Art Crime (3 credits) (Prereq: ARTH 105 or ARTH 106 or ARTH 107 or 
POLI 201) This seminar explores major current and historic issues dealing with art and 
crime. Course contextualizes the cultural and, at times commoditized, value of art as a 
foundation to discuss various art crimes and their motivations. The course includes case 
studies of thefts and recoveries of artworks, fakes and forgeries, vandalism, art and war, 
and the transnational implications and complexities of art crime in the world today. F, S, 
Su. 
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COLLEGE OF SCIENCE 


 


1. Department of Chemistry 


 


 a. CHEM 371– Nuclear Chemistry 


Proposed revision(s): Change to prerequisite(s) and course description (Form A – ID# 


572) FROM: A grade of C or better in PHYS 212, CHEM 112 and MATH 160 or 


MATH 160B TO: A grade of C or better in PHYS 212 or PHYS 213 or PHYS 214, and 


CHEM 112, and MATH 160 or MATH 160B 


Proposed catalog description:  


CHEM 371 - Nuclear Chemistry (3 credits) (Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in 


PHYS 212 or PHYS 213 or PHYS 214, and CHEM 112, and MATH 160 or MATH 


160B) This course introduces the nature of radiation and radioactivity; the study of decay 


processes; the introduction to properties of atomic nuclei; nuclear processes in chemical, 


biological, medical and environmental applications of radioactivity. Kinetics and 


Energetics of Nuclear Reactions, Nuclear stability, fission, and nuclear fusion would be 


covered. Chemical techniques, radiation safety and nuclear instrumentation would also be 


addressed. The use of nuclear processes in non-radioactive areas of human activity such 


as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy in synthetic organic chemistry, in 


physical chemistry and for structural analysis in macromolecular chemistry will be 


discussed. F. 


 


2. Department of Computing Sciences 


 


 a. CSCI 207– Programming in C++ 


Proposed revision(s): Change to prerequisite(s) and course description (Form A – ID# 


665) FROM: CSCI 150/CSCI 150L with a grade of ‘C’ or better TO: CSCI 145 or CSCI 


150/CSCI 150L with a grade of ‘C’ or better 


Proposed catalog description:  


CSCI 207 - Programming in C++ (3 credits) (Prereq: CSCI 145 or CSCI 150/CSCI 150L 


with a grade of ‘C’ or better) Computer programming in the C ++ language. Offered as 


needed. 


 


 b. CSCI 208– Programming in Visual Basic 


Proposed revision(s): Change to prerequisite(s) and course description (Form A – ID# 


666) FROM: CSCI 150/CSCI 150L with a grade of ‘C’ or better TO: CSCI 145 or CSCI 


150/CSCI 150L with a grade of ‘C’ or better 


Proposed catalog description: 
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CSCI 208 - Programming in Visual Basic (3 credits) (Prereq: CSCI 145 or CSCI 


150/CSCI 150L with a grade of ‘C’ or better) An introduction to programming with 


Visual Basic including Windows interface controls, Active X controls, and database 


access using Active X objects. Offered as needed. 


 


 c. CSCI 209– Programming in Java 


Proposed revision(s): Change to prerequisite(s) and course description (Form A – ID# 


667) FROM: CSCI 150/CSCI 150L with a grade of ‘C’ or better TO: CSCI 145 or CSCI 


150/CSCI 150L with a grade of ‘C’ or better 


Proposed catalog description: 


CSCI 209 - Programming in Java (3 credits) (Prereq: CSCI 145 or CSCI 150/CSCI 150L 


with a grade of ‘C’ or better) Students learn to program in the Java programming 


language. Topics include inheritance, threads, graphics, network programming, and Web-


programming. Offered as needed. 


 


      d. CSCI 310 - Introduction to Computer Architecture 


Proposed revision(s): Change to prerequisite(s) and course description (Form A – ID# 


668) FROM: A grade of ‘C’ or better in CSCI 150, CSCI 210, and MATH 174 TO: A 


grade of ‘C’ or better in CSCI 145 or CSCI 150/CSCI 150L, and CSCI 210, and MATH 


174 


Proposed catalog description: 


CSCI 310 - Introduction to Computer Architecture (3 credits) (Prereq: A grade of ‘C’ or 


better in CSCI 145 or CSCI 150/CSCI 150L, and CSCI 210, and MATH 174) An 


introduction to the fundamental aspects of a computer system’s structure and behavior; 


binary arithmetic, combinational logic, circuit design, instruction sets, register operations 


and flip-flops, control system functions, memories, interrupt structures, processors, and 


performance measures will be covered. S. 


 


 e. CSCI 445 Q*– Image Processing and Analysis 


Proposed revision(s): Change to prerequisite(s), course number and course description 


(Form A – ID# 669) FROM: A grade of ‘C’ or better in CSCI 150/CSCI 


150L and MATH 160 or MATH 160B or MATH 242/MATH 242L TO: A grade of ‘C’ 


or better in CSCI 145 or CSCI 150/CSCI 150L and MATH 160 or MATH 


160B, or MATH 242/MATH 242L; FROM: CSCI 445 Q* TO: CSCI 445 


Proposed catalog description:  


CSCI 445 - Image Processing and Analysis (3 credits) (Prereq: A grade of ‘C’ or better in 


CSCI 145 or CSCI 150/CSCI 150L and MATH 160 or MATH 160B, or MATH 


242/MATH 242L) This course introduces the theoretical foundations and methodologies 


of digital image processing and analysis. Topics include intensity transformations, 


contrast enhancement, filtering in the spatial and frequency domains, restoration and 
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reconstruction, edge detection, feature extraction, morphological operations, image 


segmentation, object recognition, and color image processing. F or S, as needed. 


 


 f. CSCI 330 - Systems Analysis & Software Engineering 


Proposed revision(s): Change to prerequisite(s), semesters offered and course 


description (Form A – ID# 670) FROM: CSCI 150/CSCI 150L with a grade of ‘C’ or 


better TO: CSCI 145 or CSCI 150/CSCI 150L with a grade of ‘C’ or better; FROM: 


Spring TO: Fall, Spring 


Proposed catalog description: 


CSCI 330 - Systems Analysis & Software Engineering (3 credits) (Prereq: CSCI 145 or 


CSCI 150/CSCI 150L with a grade of ‘C’ or better) A thorough introduction to 


requirements management, and best practices in eliciting, documenting, and verifying 


requirements for programming systems. Topics include writing effective use cases, 


constructing UML-compliant models (including class, state, and activity diagrams), 


specification of user interface and data layers, testing, and integration. F, S.  


 


 g. CSCI 343 - Introduction to Mobile Application Development 


Proposed revision(s): Change to prerequisite(s), semesters offered and course 


description (Form A – ID# 671) FROM: CSCI 150/CSCI 150L with a grade of ‘C’ or 


better TO: CSCI 145 or CSCI 150/CSCI 150L with a grade of ‘C’ or better; FROM: 


Spring TO: offered as needed 


Proposed catalog description: 


CSCI 343 - Introduction to Mobile Application Development (3 credits) (Prereq: CSCI 


145 or CSCI 150/CSCI 150L with a grade of ‘C’ or better) Course presents a thorough 


introduction to the design and development of applications for mobile devices. Topics 


include Navigation, Notifications, Graphics, User Interface Design, User Interface 


Development, Storage, Messaging, and Testing. Offered as needed. 


 


 h.  CSCI 480 - Introduction to Artificial Intelligence 


Proposed revision(s): Change to prerequisite(s), semesters offered and course 


description (Form A – ID# 672) FROM: CSCI 220 TO: A grade of ‘C’ or better in CSCI 


220; FROM: Fall, even years TO: Fall or Spring as needed 


Proposed catalog description: 


CSCI 480 - Introduction to Artificial Intelligence (3 credits) (Prereq: A grade of ‘C’ or 


better in CSCI 220) Covers the fundamentals of Artificial Intelligence (AI); topics and 


techniques for analyzing and developing intelligent systems; programming in an AI 


language. Coverage may include applications in areas such as expert systems, neural 


networks, fuzzy logic, robotics, etc. F or S as needed. 


 


i.  CSCI 485 - Introduction to Robotics 
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Proposed revision(s): Change to prerequisite(s), semesters offered and course 


description (Form A – ID# 673) FROM: CSCI 220 TO: A grade of ‘C’ or better in CSCI 


220; FROM: Fall, odd years TO: Fall or Spring as needed 


Proposed catalog description: 


CSCI 485 - Introduction to Robotics (3 credits) (Prereq: A grade of ‘C’ or better in CSCI 


220) An introduction to the fundamentals of mobile robotics including robot hardware, 


sensors, obstacle avoidance, navigation, mapping, path planning and robot architectures. 


F or S as needed. 


 


j.  CSCI 211 - Computer Infrastructure 


Proposed revision(s): Change to semesters offered and course description (Form A – 


ID# 674) FROM:  TO: Fall, Spring  


Proposed catalog description: 


CSCI 211 - Computer Infrastructure (3 credits) This course covers core computer 


hardware, including the relationships between components of a computer system. 


Software components are also introduced, including the fundamentals of the computer 


operating system and an introduction to virtualization systems. F, S. 


 


k.  CSCI 385 - Introduction to Information Systems Security 


Proposed revision(s): Change to prerequisite(s), semesters offered and course 


description (Form A – ID# 675) FROM: 12 credit hours of CSCI courses numbered 120 


or above, all with a grade of ‘C’ or better TO: A grade of ‘C’ or better in CSCI 270; 


FROM: Spring TO: Fall, Spring 


Proposed catalog description: 


CSCI 385 - Introduction to Information Systems Security (3 credits) (Prereq: A grade of 


‘C’ or better in CSCI 270) Comprehensive survey of security policies, models and 


mechanisms for confidentiality, integrity, management and legal and ethical issues. F, S. 


 


 l.  CSCI 415 - Windows System Administration 


Proposed revision(s): Change to semesters offered and course description (Form A – 


ID# 676) FROM: Fall TO: Fall, Spring  


Proposed catalog description: 


CSCI 415 - Windows System Administration (3 credits) (Prereq: A grade of ‘C’ or better 


in CSCI 211) Topics in systems administration include application server management, 


deployment of websites, domain name service, web services, security, backup and 


recovery, and e-mail management. F, S. 


 


m.  CSCI 473 - Introduction to Parallel Systems 


Proposed revision(s): Change to semesters offered and course description (Form A – 


ID# 678) FROM: Spring TO: Fall, Spring 


Proposed catalog description: 
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CSCI 473 - Introduction to Parallel Systems (3 credits) (Prereq: A grade of ‘C’ or better 


in CSCI 210, CSCI 270, CSCI 330, CSCI 356 and MATH 160 or MATH 160B) This 


course introduces parallel computer architectures and their programming. It includes an 


introduction to MPI and OpenMP and a number of engineering problems, including 


numerical simulations. It also provides an introduction to performance evaluation and 


modeling as well as scalability analysis. F, S.. 


 


n.  CSCI 450 - Principles of Compiler Design 


Proposed revision(s): Change to semesters offered and course description (Form A – 


ID# 679) FROM: Spring TO: Offered as needed 


Proposed catalog description: 


CSCI 450 - Principles of Compiler Design (3 credits) (Prereq: CSCI 210 and CSCI 350 


with a grade of ‘C’ or better) Introduction to programming language structure, lexical 


analysis, syntax analysis, code generations, error repair, and optimization. Offered as 


needed. 


 


o.  CSCI 484 - Machine Learning 


Proposed revision(s): Change to semesters offered and course description (Form A – 


ID# 680) FROM:  TO: Fall or Spring as needed 


Proposed catalog description: 


CSCI 484 - Machine Learning (3 credits) (Prereq: A grade of ‘C’ or better in CSCI 220 


and MATH 160 or MATH 160B or MATH 242/MATH 242L) This course provides an 


introduction to pattern recognition and machine learning. Topics may include 


probabilistic learning, linear discriminants, neural networks, unsupervised learning, 


decision trees, Bayesian networks, support vector machines, and reinforcement learning. 


F or S as needed. 


 


p.  CSCI 495 - Information Systems Capstone Course and Project 


Proposed revision(s): Change to semesters offered and course description (Form A – 


ID# 681) FROM: Spring TO: Fall or Spring as needed 


Proposed catalog description: 


CSCI 495 - Information Systems Capstone Course and Project (3 credits) (Prereq: A 


grade of ‘C’ or better in CSCI 225 and CSCI 330) This senior capstone course integrates 


and synthesizes the material covered in the field of Information Systems, including 


Systems Analysis, Project Management, System Development and Deployment, and 


Security. Students develop a practical solution to an information systems problem. 


Presentation is both oral and written. Lecture topics may vary from semester to semester. 


F or S as needed. 


 


q.  CSCI 130- Introduction to Computer Science 
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Proposed revision(s): Change to semesters offered and course description (Form A – 


ID# 682) FROM: Fall, Spring, Summer TO: Offer as needed 


Proposed catalog description: 


CSCI 130 - Introduction to Computer Science (3 credits) (Computer Usage) Designed as 


an introduction to Computer Science; provides a comprehensive overview of the field of 


Computer Science in areas such as machine architecture, data storage, data manipulation, 


operating systems, algorithms, programming languages, data structures, database 


structures, computational complexity, and artificial intelligence; includes a brief 


introduction to programming. Offered as needed. 


 


r.  CSCI 140 - Introduction to Algorithmic Design I 


Proposed revision(s): Change to semesters offered and course description (Form A – 


ID# 683) FROM: Fall, Spring TO: Offer as needed 


Proposed catalog description: 


CSCI 140 - Introduction to Algorithmic Design I (3 credits) (Computer Usage) (Students 


are required to have a personal notebook computer for this course) (Prereq: MATH 130, 


MATH 130B, MATH 130I, MATH 131, MATH 132, MATH 135, MATH 160, MATH 


160B, MATH 161 or MATH 161B; all with a grade of ‘C’ or better, or a placement score 


of MATH 132, MATH 135, MATH 160)  (Coreq: CSCI 140L) An introduction to 


problem solving and algorithmic design methodology using a high-level programming 


language. Topics include problem solving techniques; subprograms and modularity; 


fundamental data types and structures; flow of control statements; and file input/output. 


Three lecture hours per week. Offered as needed. 


 


 s.  CSCI 140L - Introduction to Algorithmic Design I Laboratory 


Proposed revision(s): Change to semesters offered and course description (Form A – 


ID# 684) FROM: Fall, Spring, Summer TO: Offered as needed 


Proposed catalog description: 


CSCI 140L - Introduction to Algorithmic Design I Laboratory (1 credit) (Prereq: MATH 


130, MATH 130B, MATH 130I, MATH 131, MATH 132, MATH 135, MATH 160, 


MATH 160B, MATH 161 or MATH 161B; all with a grade of ‘C’ or better, or a 


placement test score of MATH 132, MATH 135, MATH 160) (Coreq: CSCI 140) 


Laboratory demonstrates the topics and principles presented in the lecture. Offered as 


needed. 


 


 t.  CSCI 150 - Introduction to Algorithmic Design II 


Proposed revision(s): Change to semesters offered and course description (Form A – 


ID# 685) FROM: Fall, Spring, Summer TO: Offered as needed 


Proposed catalog description: 


CSCI 150 - Introduction to Algorithmic Design II (3 credits) (Computer Usage) (Prereq: 


CSCI 140/CSCI 140L AND the choice of MATH 130, MATH 130B, MATH 130I, 
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MATH 131, MATH 132, MATH 135, MATH 160, MATH 160B, MATH 161 or MATH 


161B; all with a grade of ‘C’ or better) (Coreq: CSCI 150L) (Students are required to 


have a personal notebook computer for this course) A continuation of CSCI 140. 


Continued development of discipline in program design, style and expression, debugging 


and testing. Topics include object oriented programming and algorithm design; 


elementary data structures; user-defined data types, inheritance, and encapsulation. 


Offered as needed. 


 


 u.  CSCI 150L - Introduction to Algorithmic Design II Laboratory 


Proposed revision(s): Change to semesters offered and course description (Form A – 


ID# 686) FROM: Fall, Spring, Summer TO: Offered as needed 


Proposed catalog description: 


CSCI 150L - Introduction to Algorithmic Design II Laboratory (1 credit) (Prereq: CSCI 


140/CSCI 140L AND the choice of MATH 130, MATH 130B,  MATH 130I, MATH 


131, MATH 132, MATH 135, MATH 160, MATH 160B, MATH 161 or MATH 161B; 


all with a grade of ‘C’ or better) (Coreq: CSCI 150) Laboratory demonstrates the topics 


and principles presented in the lecture. Offered as needed. 


 


v.  CSCI 170 - Ethics in Computer Science 


Proposed revision(s): Change to semesters offered and course description (Form A – 


ID# 687) FROM: Fall, Spring TO: Offered as needed 


Proposed catalog description: 


CSCI 170 - Ethics in Computer Science (1 credit) Provides real-world experiences that 


stimulate discussion of ethical issues in the technical work place. Topics include: ACM 


Code of Ethics, general moral responsibilities, privacy security, copyright and ownership 


agreements, computer crimes, and personal ethics. Class format presents case studies of 


current news events regarding computer ethics. Offered as needed. 


 


w.  CSCI 455 - Data Science and Analytics 


Proposed revision(s): Change to semesters offered and course description (Form A – 


ID# 688) FROM: Fall, Spring, Summer TO: Offered as needed 


Proposed catalog description: 


CSCI 455 - Data Science and Analytics (3 credits) (Prereq: 12 credit hours of CSCI 


courses 120 or above, all with a grade of ‘C’ or better) This course deals with the data 


science and analytics for information systems and technology applications. This course 


also introduces data management process for data science and analytics. How the data 


relate and aggregate in analytic databases and how they are used by analytical tools is 


explored through case studies and projects. Offered as needed. 


 


x.   CSCI 466 - Informatics and Knowledge Discovery 
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Proposed revision(s): Change to semesters offered and course description (Form A – 


ID# 689) FROM:  TO: Offered as needed 


Proposed catalog description: 


CSCI 466 - Informatics and Knowledge Discovery (3 credits) (Prereq: A grade of ‘C’ or 


better in CSCI 220 and MATH 160 or MATH 160B) Students explore the basic 


techniques of data mining and data stream mining and then apply them on real world 


datasets taken from different domain experts. This class teaches students how to obtain 


patterns, trends, and behavior from different datasets to enable domain experts to 


discover new knowledge without the need to conduct expensive experiments or complex 


modeling procedures. Offered as needed. 


 


y.   CSCI 105 - Introduction to Computer Applications 


Proposed revision(s): Remove course from the catalog (Form A – ID# 690) 


 


z.   CSCI 106 - Advanced Computer Applications 


Proposed revision(s): Remove course from the catalog (Form A – ID# 691) 


 


aa. CSCI 111 - Programming in BASIC 


Proposed revision(s): Remove course from the catalog (Form A – ID# 692) 


 


      bb. CSCI 131L - Algorithmic Thinking 


            Proposed revision(s): Remove course from the catalog (Form A – ID# 693) 


 


      cc.  CSCI 255 - Topics in Web Development 


Proposed revision(s): Remove course from the catalog (Form A – ID# 694). 


 


      dd. CSCI 360 - Numerical Calculus 


Proposed revision(s): Remove course from the catalog (Form A – ID# 696) 


 


      ee. CSCI 365 - Internet Marketing 


Proposed revision(s): Remove course from the catalog (Form A – ID# 697) 


 


      ff.  CSCI 414 - Introduction to Web Engineering 


Proposed revision(s): Remove course from the catalog (Form A – ID# 698) 


 


gg. CSCI 418 Q - Financial Technology 


Proposed revision(s): Remove course from the catalog (Form A – ID# 699) 


 


      hh. CSCI 460 - Algorithms in Bioinformatics 


Proposed revision(s): Remove course from the catalog (Form A – ID# 700) 
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3. Department of Kinesiology 


 


 a. EXSS 397– Field Experience 


Proposed revision(s): Change to prerequisite(s) and course description (Form A – ID# 


615) FROM: A grade of ‘C’ or better in EXSS 290 and 300 level EXSS course TO: A 


grade of ‘C’ or better in EXSS 490 and 300 level EXSS course 


Proposed catalog description: 


EXSS 397 - Field Experience (3, 6, or 9 credits) (Prereq: A grade of ‘C’ or better in 


EXSS 490 and 300 level EXSS course) This variable credit experiential course is 


designed to provide students with the opportunity to apply and further develop their 


knowledge, skills, and abilities through a supervised real world experience. This course is 


designed to bridge theory and practice by allowing students to apply theoretical and 


practical concepts learned during their EXSS coursework in a professional setting. The 


guided experience requires 105, 210, or 315 hours of on-site work depending on the 


number of credits enrolled (3, 6, or 9 credits). F, S, SU 


 


   


4. Department of Marine Science 


 


 a. MSCI 401 - Environmental Chemistry 


Proposed revision(s): Change to semester offered and course description (Form A – ID# 


607)  


Proposed catalog description:  


MSCI 401 Environmental Chemistry (3 credits) (Prereq: BIOL 121 and CHEM 


112/CHEM 112L) (Coreq: MSCI 401L) A comprehensive study of the major processes 


that affect the chemistry of the Earth’s environmental systems, including the lithosphere, 


atmosphere, hydrosphere, and biosphere. Natural processes are investigated alongside the 


influence of human activities on these processes and the science behind public policy that 


aims to regulate anthropogenic impacts. F 


 


 


 


 
 


Graduate Council (moved and seconded in committee) 


Change in a Graduate Program 


 


COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 


 


1. Department of Accounting 
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a.   Master of Accountancy (Form B – ID # 756) 


  


Proposed Changes to the Master of Accountancy (MAcc) Program  


  


Submitted by the MAcc Committee:  


• Darlene Booth-Bell, Greg Krippel, Sheila Mitchell, Mike Munden, Sourav 


Batabyal, Melanie James Proposal:  


1. Eliminate the two tracks – Assurance and Taxation  


2. Remove ACCT 631 from the Core  


3. Add ACCT 637 to the Core  


4. Required courses in the two tracks will become elective courses (other than 


ACCT 637), increasing the number of elective hours to 12 5. Add MBA 620 


Financial Management as an Elective  


Rationale:  


1. With the current program, students must select either the Assurance Track 


or the Taxation Track, and they must complete the three courses in the 


respective track.  


2. In the current program, MAcc students have one elective course.  The 


proposal would increase the number of elective courses to four, allowing 


more choices that align with the student’s career goals.  The increase in 


electives and elimination of the tracks also allows more flexibility in 


scheduling courses for both students and the department.    


3. Students generally enroll in a MAcc program to complete the 150 credit 


hours required for CPA licensing and to prepare for passing the CPA exam.  


ACCT 637 – Advanced Auditing includes more CPA exam material/topics 


than ACCT 631 – Fraud Examination.  ACCT 637 is a better course for the 


Core that will be required of all MAcc students.  


   


CURRENT PROGRAM:  


Degree Requirements (30 Graduate Credit  


Hours)  
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Core Courses (18 credit hours)  


  
• ACCT 533 - Governmental Accounting (3 credits)  


• ACCT 535 - Advanced Accounting (3 credits)  


• ACCT 620 - Tax Research and Communication (3 credits)  


•  ACCT 631 - Fraud Examination (3 credits) 


• ACCT 665 - Financial Statement Analysis (3 credits)  


• ACCT 675 - Law for Accountants (3 credits)  


Electives (3 credit hours) Choose One of the Following Tracks Assurance Track (9 


credit hours)  


  
• One approved CBAD or ACCT course at the 500, 600, or 700 level  


  


  


•  ACCT 637 - Advanced Auditing (3 credits) 


• ACCT 638 - Fraud and Litigation Advisory Services (3 credits)  


Choose one from the following:  


  
• ACCT 534 - Digital Forensics and E-Discovery (3 credits)  


• CSCI 534 - Digital Forensics and E-Discovery (3 credits)  


Taxation Track (9 credit hours)  


  
• ACCT 621 - Taxation of C Corporations (3 credits)  


• ACCT 622 - Taxation of Pass-Through Entities (3 credits)  


• ACCT 623 - Estate and Gift Taxation (3 credits)  


  


    


Proposed Program:  


Degree Requirements (30 Graduate Credit  


Hours)  


  


Core Courses (18 credit hours)  


  
• ACCT 533 - Governmental Accounting (3 credits)  


• ACCT 535 - Advanced Accounting (3 credits)  



https://catalog.coastal.edu/preview_program.php?catoid=17&poid=3248&returnto=608
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• ACCT 620 - Tax Research and Communication (3 credits)  


•  ACCT 637 - Advanced Auditing (3 credits) 


• ACCT 665 - Financial Statement Analysis (3 credits)  


• ACCT 675 - Law for Accountants (3 credits)  


  


Electives (Choose 12 credit hours)  


  
  


•  ACCT 631 - Fraud Examination (3 credits) 


• ACCT 638 - Fraud and Litigation Advisory Services (3 credits)  


• ACCT 534 or CSCI 534 - Digital Forensics and E-Discovery (3 credits)  


• ACCT 621 - Taxation of C Corporations (3 credits)  


• ACCT 622 - Taxation of Pass-Through Entities (3 credits)  


• ACCT 623 - Estate and Gift Taxation (3 credits)  


• MBA 620 – Financial Management (3 credits)   


  


 


 


 


 


 


Graduate Council (moved and seconded in committee) 


Proposals for a New Graduate Course: 


 


COLLEGE OF SCIENCE 


 


1. Department of Recreation and Sport Management 


 


 a. SPT 557– Understanding NCAA Compliance (Form C – ID# 389) 


 


Proposed catalog description: SPT 557 Understanding NCAA Compliance (3) The course in 


NCAA compliance exposes students to different aspects of NCAA legislation to include 


recruiting, eligibility, financial aid, awards and benefits, and playing and practice seasons. 


Students learn to examine interpretation questions from coaches and learn best practices for 


conducting a compliance program on campus. F, S 


 


Course Prefix/Number: SPT 557 


Course Title: SPT 557 


Primary Goal: This course may be taken as an elective  


Repeatable for Credit: No 
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Course Equivalencies: None 


Pass/Fail Grading: No 


Prerequisite(s): None 


Corequisite(s): None 


Number of credits: 3 credits  


Cross-listing(s): Understanding NCAA Compliance RSM 457 


Course Restriction(s): Graduate Standing  


Estimated enrollment: 15 


Prior enrollment in course: n/a 


Method of delivery: Classroom 


Semester(s) offered: Fall, Spring 


  


  


  


 


Graduate Council (moved and seconded in committee) 


Proposals for Changes in a Graduate Course: 


 


COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 


 


1. Department of Graduate and Specialty Studies 


 


 a. EDSC 508- Foundations in Literacy 


Proposed revision(s): Change to semesters offered and course description (Form A – 


ID# 521) FROM: Summer  TO: Spring, Summer 


Proposed Course description: 


EDSC 508 - Foundations in Literacy (3 credits) (Prereq: Admission to MAT Degree 


Program) An introductory course to literacy and its role in secondary schools and society. 


Candidates research literacy by defining it and directly relating it to their field. An 


overview of literacy education topics including assessment, testing, equity, and multiple 


literacies are also surveyed. S, SU. 


 












Program Description   


  


Degree title:  B.S. in Marine Coastal Environmental Science (MCES) Sponsoring Department:  


Department of Marine Science  


  


Objectives: The B.S. in Marine Coastal Environmental Science (MCES) will provide knowledge and 


practical training for students to quantitatively and critically evaluate and address marine and coastal 


environmental topics within an interdisciplinary framework encompassing at least two marine science 


subdisciplines.  This degree builds on a broad quantitative natural science foundation (biology, chemistry, 


mathematics, physics) with focus on one marine science subdiscipline (biology, geology, chemistry, or 


physical oceanography). Students will integrate and apply these fundamental concepts to conservation, 


management, economic, and policy topics related to modern marine and coastal environments. The MCES 


degree will train students who are interested in marine and coastal aquatic, environmental, and/or 


conservation subjects and their practical quantitative application to real world scenarios for related entry 


level positions and/or graduate study in marine, coastal, and environmental research, management, 


education, planning, law, and/or policy at government agencies, universities, and private industry firms.  


  


Student Learning Outcomes: Students who graduate with a B. S. in Marine Coastal Environmental Science 


should be able to:  


1. Explain the principles, concepts, and inter-relations of the natural sciences (biology, chemistry, 


geology, physics) with conservation, management, economics, and policy as applied to the 


marine and coastal environment and related resources,  


2. Apply the principles of scientific inquiry to describe, analyze, and solve scientific problems 


involving marine and coastal habitats, resources, and issues,  


3. Exhibit proficiency in the use of technology, critical thinking, and quantitative tools used in marine 
and coastal environmental science, natural resource management, and/or policy applications,  


4. Communicate effectively with peers, mentors, and the larger community, and 5. Successfully 


pursue entry-level jobs or enter graduate programs in related fields.  


  


Students should declare one focal marine science subdiscipline (physical oceanography, marine biology, 


marine geology, or marine chemistry) by the end of the third semester at Coastal Carolina University or 


before completion of 45 credit hours for application toward the MCES B.S. Students should take the MSCI 


300 level core course lecture and laboratory within their focal subdiscipline (MSCI 301/301L, MSCI 


302/302L, MSCI 304/304L, or MSCI 305/305L) as well as one additional lecture and laboratory pair from 


these courses (MSCI 301/301L, MSCI 302/302L, MSCI 304/304L, or MSCI 305/305L) for 8 total credits.    


  


Double Majors:  Students may double major in any CCU program which offers a bachelor's degree. To 


complete a double major, students must satisfy the major requirements for both programs and complete a 


minimum combined total of 48 upper-level credits in the two majors, all with a grade of 'C' or better. MCES 


students that complete a second major in MSCI may apply the eight required 300 level foundation credits 


in MSCI (MSCI 301/L, MSCI 302/L, MSCI 304/L, and/or MSCI 305L) and up to four additional 300 or 400 


level MSCI elective credits for a maximum total of 12 shared credits between the MCES and MSCI degrees.   


  


Degree Requirements (120 Credits)  


Core Curriculum Requirements  


Core Curriculum (35-40 Total Credit Hours)   


Graduation Requirements  


Graduation Requirements (3-6+ Credits) *   







Foundation Courses (52-53 Credits) *  


Complete the following courses:  


• BIOL 121 - Biological Science I (3 credits) * AND  


• BIOL 121L - Biological Science I Laboratory (1 credit) *  


  


• BIOL 122 - Biological Science II (3 credits) * AND  


• BIOL 122L - Biological Science II Laboratory (1 credit) *  


   


• CHEM 111 - General Chemistry I (3 credits) * AND  


• CHEM 111L - General Chemistry Laboratory I (1 credit) *  


   


• CHEM 112 - General Chemistry II (3 credits) AND  


• CHEM 112L - General Chemistry Laboratory II (1 credit)  


   


• ENVI 201 - Introduction to Environmental Science (3 credits) AND  


• ENVI 201L - Introduction to Environmental Science Laboratory (1 credit)  


  


• MSCI 111 - Introduction to Marine Science (3 credits) * AND  


• MSCI 111L - Introduction to Marine Science Laboratory (1 credit)   


  


• MSCI 112 - Introduction to Earth and Marine Geology (3 credits) AND  


• MSCI 112L -Introduction to Earth and Marine Geology Laboratory (1 credit)  


  


Choose from the following: (8 credits)  


  


EITHER:  


  


• PHYS 205 - Introductory Physics for Life Sciences I (3 credits) AND  


• PHYS 205L - Introductory Physics for Life Sciences I Laboratory (1 credit)   


  


AND  


  


• PHYS 206 - Introductory Physics for Life Sciences II (3 credits) AND  


• PHYS 206L - Introductory Physics for Life Sciences II Laboratory (1 credit)  


  


OR:  


  


• PHYS 211 - Essentials of Physics I (3 credits) AND  


• PHYS 211L - Essentials of Physics I Laboratory (1 credit)  


   


AND  


  


• PHYS 212 - Essentials of Physics II (3 credits) AND  


• PHYS 212L - Essentials of Physics II Laboratory (1 credit)  


   


Choose two courses from the following: (6-8 credits)  


   


• CSCI 135 Introduction to Programming (3 credits)  







  


• ECON 201 Macroeconomics (3 credits)  


  


• MATH 135 - Precalculus (4 credits) OR  


  


• MATH 160 - Calculus I (4 credits) * OR  


• MATH 160A - Calculus I A (2 credits) * AND  


• MATH 160B - Calculus I B (2 credits) * OR  


  


• MATH 161 - Calculus II (4 credits) OR  


• MATH 161A - Calculus II A (2 credits) AND  


• MATH 161B - Calculus II B (2 credits)  


  


• STAT 201 - Elementary Statistics (3 credits) * AND  


• STAT 201L - Elementary Statistics Computer Laboratory (1 credit) *  


  


• STAT 318 - Applied Statistical Methods (3 credits)  


  


Choose two courses and the corresponding laboratories from the list below.  One of these lecture and 


laboratory course pairs should be identified as the focal subdiscipline (8 credits)  


  


• MSCI 301 Physical Oceanography (3 credits) AND  


• MSCI 301L Physical Oceanography Laboratory (1 credit)  


  


• MSCI 302 Marine Biology (3 credits) AND  


• MSCI 302L Marine Biology Laboratory (1 credit)  


  


• MSCI 304 Marine Geology (3 credits) AND  


• MSCI 304L Marine Geology Laboratory (1 credit)  


  


• MSCI 305 Marine Chemistry (3 credits) AND  


• MSCI 305L Marine Chemistry Laboratory (1 credit)  


Note:  * BIOL 121, BIOL 121L, BIOL 122, BIOL 122L, MATH 160, MATH 160A, MATH 160B, MSCI 111, 


MSCI 111L, STAT 201 and STAT 201L also satisfy core curriculum math, science, and communication 


requirements. Though listed above under foundation courses, their credits are counted toward the total 


credits for the core curriculum and not toward the foundation total.  


Major Requirements (26-28 Credits)  


Complete the following courses (8 credits):  


• MCES 422 - Field Methods in Marine Coastal Environmental Science (3 credits) AND  


• MCES 422L- Field Methods in Marine Coastal Environmental Science Laboratory (1 credit)  


   


• ENVI 420 - Advanced Environmental Science (3 credits) AND  


• ENVI 420L - Advanced Environmental Science Laboratory (1 credit)  


   


Students should take the upper level lecture and laboratory courses listed below that are specific to 


their focal subdiscipline. (4 credits):  







  
Marine biology:  


  


• MSCI 458 Q* - Fisheries Science (3 credits) AND  


• MSCI 458L - Fisheries Science Laboratory (1 credit)  


  


OR  


  


• MSCI 479 - Marine Benthic Ecology (3 credits) AND  


• MSCI 479L - Marine Benthic Ecology Laboratory (1 credit)  


  


Marine chemistry:  


  


• MSCI 401 - Environmental Chemistry (3 credits) AND  


• MSCI 401L - Environmental Chemistry Laboratory (1 credit)  


  


Marine geology:  


  


• MSCI 441 - Coastal Hazards (3 credits) AND  


• MSCI 441L - Coastal Hazards Laboratory (1 credit)  


  


Physical oceanography:  


  


• MSCI 311 Q - Hydrographic Techniques (3 credits) AND  


• MSCI 311L - Hydrographic Techniques Laboratory (1 credit)   


Choose 3 science courses from the following, 7-8 credits must be MCES or MSCI: (11-12 Credits)  


• BIOL 481 - Freshwater Ecology (3 credits) AND  


• BIOL 481L - Freshwater Ecology Laboratory (1 credit)  


  


• Chemistry courses at the 300 level or above except CHEM 301, 306, and 399  


  


• ENGR 370 - Environmental Engineering (3 credits)   


  


• MCES 395 - Internship Experience in Marine Coastal Environmental Science (0 credits)  


  


• MCES 396 - Practical Experience in Marine Coastal Environmental Science (0 credits)  


  


• MCES 397 - Marine Coastal Environmental Science Senior Thesis Research Methods (1 to 4 


credits)  


  


• MCES 398 - Internship in Marine Coastal Environmental Science (1 to 12 credits)  


  


• MCES 399 - Independent study (1 to 4 credits)  


  


• MCES 462 - Salt Marsh Ecology (3 credits) AND  


• MCES 462L - Salt Marsh Ecology Laboratory (1 credit)   


  


• MCES 497 - Marine Coastal Environmental Science Senior Thesis (3 to 6 credits)  


  







• MCES 498 - Research Internship (1 to 12 credits)  


  


• MCES 499 - Directed Undergraduate Research (3 to 6 credits)  


  


• Marine science lecture and laboratory courses numbered above 305 and not already completed in 


Section B above  


  


• PHYS 432 - Remote Sensing of the Environment (3 credits) AND  


• PHYS 432L - Remote Sensing of the Environment Laboratory (1 credit)  


  


• Statistics courses at the 300 level or above except STAT 320  


  


• Approved study abroad transfer credit (1-9 credits)  


  


Choose from the following: (3-4 credits)  


  


• ECON 320 - Environmental Economics (3 credits)  


  


• GEOG 311 Q - Earth Observation (3 credits)  


  


• HIST 311 - Environmental History (3 credits)  


  


• HONR 304 - Special Topics in Environmental Studies (1-3 credits)  


  


• POLI 420 - Global Environmental Politics (3 credits)  


  


• POLI 456 - Administrative Law (3 credits)  


  


• POLI 457 - Environmental Law (3 credits)  


  


• SUST 301 - Environmental and Coastal Resilience (3 credits)  


Note: A grade of 'C' or better is required for all major requirements. No more than six credit hours of 


396, 397, 398, 399, 497, 498, and/or 499 may be used for major credit.  


Cognate or Minor Requirements (0 Credits)  


Students majoring in marine coastal environmental science are not required to complete a minor or 


cognate. However, they may elect to minor in any field in which Coastal Carolina offers a minor. If the 


minor includes courses which can be used for marine and coastal environmental science major credit, 


then up to eight credit hours of those courses may also be applied toward the marine coastal 


environmental science major's upper level science requirement of 26-28 credit hours. Students seeking 


minors must have an advisor selected from the department offering the minor in addition to their marine 


coastal environmental science advisor.  


Electives: 0-13 Credits  


Total Credits Required: 120 Credits 








CURRENT (old) CATALOG 


DESCRIPTION 


PROPOSED (new) CATALOG 


DESCRIPTION 


CHANGES (in 


addition to 


name and 


description) 


COMM 274 Organizational 


Communication (3 credits) (Prereq: 


COMM 140) Examines communication 


systems and communication flow in 


formal organizations. Topics include: 


communication channels in an 


organization, communication and 


leadership, conflict management, 


diversity, and globalization. Throughout 


lectures, discussion, and assignments, 


the course equips students with skills 


useful for achieving individual and 


collective goals in contemporary 


organizational settings. Students also 


learn how to maximize their leadership 


and communication skills and be ready 


to apply them immediately in the 


workplace and their personal lives.  F, 


S, Su.  


COMM 372 Organizational 


Communication (3 credits) (Prereq: 


COMM 140) Examines how 


organizations design and use 


communication. Topics may include 


communication methods, leadership, 


conflict management, diversity, and 


globalization. Students learn how to 


achieve individual and group goals in 


organizations and apply skills to their 


workplace and personal lives. F, S 


Change in 


course-level 


COMM 311 Health Communication (3 


credits) An overview of the various 


areas of study within the health 


communication field. Explores multiple 


communication issues relevant to health, 


including language; information 


processing; the social construction of 


health and illness; patient-doctor 


communication; and the mutually 


influential relationships among health 


care professionals, patients, family 


members and friends, and cultural 


institutions. F, S, Su.  


COMM 211 Introduction to Health 


Communication (3 credits) Provides 


an overview of how health is 


communicated interpersonally and via 


media. Topics may include how health 


is understood culturally; patient-


provider communication; and 


development, implementation, and 


evaluation of health communication 


campaigns. Students learn to apply 


communication principles as heath care 


consumers or professionals. F, S 


Change in 


course-level 


COMM 314 Video Production and 


Practice (3 credits) (Prereq: COMM 


140) Introduces students to the 


foundational basics of video production. 


Through individual and team activities, 


students build skills in video 


composition, framing, lighting, audio, 


and other production proficiencies while 


gaining an understanding of the 


technology and theory behind video 


production. F, S, Su.  


COMM 314 Video Production and 


Practice (3 credits) Introduces the 


foundational basics of video production. 


Students build skills in areas such as 


video composition, lighting, and audio 


and develop an understanding of the 


technology and theory behind video 


production via individual and team 


activities. Offered as needed. 


Change to 


prereqs 


COMM 333 Persuasion and Influence in 


the Digital Age (3 credits) A 


communication-based approach to the 


COMM 433 Persuasion and Influence 


in the Digital Age (3 credits) Examines 


persuasion and influence in digital 


Change in 


course-level 







integration of persuasion and influence 


theory, research, and practice in digital 


environments, such as social media, 


smartphone apps, and streaming video. 


Focuses on the production, 


communication, and reception of 


persuasion and influence messages. This 


course also equips students with an in-


depth understanding of persuasive 


principles and processes, digital social 


influence, and allows students to 


identify and critique many of the 


persuasive strategies we encounter 


daily.  F, S.  


environments, such as social media, 


smartphone apps, and streaming video. 


Topics may include persuasion 


principles and processes. Equips 


students to identify and critique many of 


the persuasive strategies encountered in 


daily life. Offered as needed. 


COMM 345 Communication Activism 


(3 credits) (Prereq: juniors and seniors 


only and successful completion of 60 


credit hours) Students work with non-


governmental, governmental and/or 


grass roots advocacy groups to engage 


in public service, social justice, and/or 


other applied communication projects, 


collectively referred to as 


Communication Activism. Utilizing a 


variety of communication skills—


including but not limited to message 


design for foundational, educational, 


and/or preventive campaigns—students 


research, publicize, advocate for, and/or 


intervene in a social justice project with 


a community service organization. This 


is an active, intensive course that 


combines service learning with 


perspectives and practices from 


communication, health promotion, social 


science, and journalism; this course is 


designed for students committed to 


social activism. F, S, Su.  


COMM 345 Communication Activism 


(3 credits) Explores the role of 


communication in advocacy and social 


movements. Topics may include 


strategic communication and activism, 


news coverage of protests and activists, 


attracting supporters, disruptive or 


illegal protest tactics, public opinion, 


and successful messaging tactics. 


Students learn to identify, analyze, and 


critique communication strategies used 


in activism; examine media coverage of 


social movements; and question how 


communication facilitates or hinders 


social change. F, S 


Change to 


prereqs 


COMM 347 Qualitative Inquiry in 


Communication (3 credits) Reviews the 


theoretical foundations, goals, and 


methods of qualitative inquiry in 


communication. A variety of qualitative 


methodologies and specific methods are 


discussed. Special attention is given to 


the methodological and ethical issues 


raised by different approaches to 


qualitative research in communication. 


F, S, Su.  


COMM 447 Qualitative Inquiry in 


Communication (3 credits) Reviews 


the foundations and goals of analyzing 


communication qualitatively. Topics 


may include a variety of qualitative 


methodologies and specific methods. 


Students learn research ethics issues, 


including as they relate to different 


qualitative research approaches. Offered 


as needed. 


Change in 


course-level 







JOUR 350 Interactive Media and 


Society (3 credits) Offers an overview of 


interactive media, with an emphasis on 


participatory and social practices 


surrounding information and 


entertainment. The material covered 


reflects sustained trends in journalism, 


media and society. Topics may include 


the history and evolution of media from 


analog to digital formats; new models 


for journalism, news, creativity, 


production and consumption; and the 


outcomes, implications and 


consequences for culture and 


organizations. F, S, Su.  


COMM 451 Interactive Media and 


Society (3 credits) Provides an 


overview of interactive media, with an 


emphasis on how people participate in 


gaining information and entertainment. 


Topics may include the evolution of 


media, and how models of journalism, 


news, creativity, production, and 


consumption have changed over time. 


Students learn to identify and critique 


the ongoing relationship between media 


and society. F, S 


Change in 


prefix, course-


level 


COMM 411 Health and the Media (3 


credits) Emphasizes media-based health 


messages, focusing specifically on 


messages depicted through television, 


movies, news, and the internet. Focuses 


on health communication campaigns, as 


well as the application of health 


communication theory and strategy to 


campaign messages in order to 


maximize message effectiveness. 


Intended for health care consumers, or 


future health care, and health 


communication professionals. F, S, Su.  


COMM 312 Popular Media and 


Health (3 credits) Explores the 


relationship between media-based 


messages (in popular shows, movies, 


social media, news, and online) and 


individual and public health. Focuses on 


health communication theory and 


strategy for critiquing and maximizing 


campaign message effectiveness, 


improving health outcomes, and 


reducing health disparities. Students 


learn practical tools and theoretical 


knowledge to improve their roles as 


future health care consumers or 


professionals. F 


Change in 


course-level 


COMM 412 Interpersonal Health 


Communication (3 credits) Explores the 


interpersonal contexts of health 


communication, including patient-


provider communication, social support, 


communication through illness, family 


communication about health, 


interpersonal communication, 


technology, and everyday talk about 


health. Intended for health care 


consumers, or future health care and 


health communication professionals. F, 


S, Su.  


COMM 313 Relationships and Health 


(3 credits) Explores the influence of 


interpersonal communication on the 


delivery of healthcare and the promotion 


of health. Topics may include patient-


provider relationships, social support, 


family communication about health, 


interpersonal communication and 


technology, and everyday talk about 


health. Students learn practical tools and 


theory to improve their roles as future 


health care consumers or professionals. 


S 


Change in 


course-level 


COMM 491 Communication Capstone: 


Thesis (3 credits) (Prereq: COMM 275 


and COMM 276) Students synthesize 


coursework previously conducted within 


the major, apply their knowledge and 


education to a significant research topic, 


and produce a thesis to gain an 


understanding of how to 


COMM 491 Communication 


Capstone: Thesis (3 credits) (Prereq: 


COMM 275, COMM 276, must have 


earned and currently be enrolled for 75 


credit or more) Students apply their 


knowledge, education and experience 


to develop a significant research study 


Change to 


prereqs 







compose/construct a theoretically-


driven study, refine their library research 


skills, and understand how to use proper 


documentation style. F, S, Su.  


that explores their communication 


interests related to their concentration. 


Students learn to design and complete a 


theoretically-driven study, and how to 


incorporate theory and research methods 


into study design. F, S, Su. 


COMM 492 Q* Communication 


Capstone: Project (3 credits) (Prereq: 


COMM 275 and COMM 276) Students 


apply their knowledge, education and 


experience to develop a significant 


project to explore their communication 


interests. The project can be focused on 


personal interests, a community group or 


internal group (within the University). 


Each project is initially outlined in an 


individual Overview Statement to be 


agreed on by both the student and the 


Faculty member supervising the Project 


class. The class equips students with 


skills of large project creation and 


management, and knowledge of how to 


incorporate theory and existing research 


methods into Project design. F, S, Su.  


COMM 492 Q* Communication 


Capstone: Project (3 credits) (Prereq: 


COMM 275, COMM 276, must have 


earned and currently be enrolled for  


75 credit or more) Students apply their 


knowledge, education and experience to 


develop a significant project that 


explores their communication interests 


related to their concentration. Each 


project is initially outlined in an 


individual Overview Statement agreed 


on by student and course instructor. 


Students learn how to create and 


manage a large project creation and 


management, and how to incorporate 


theory and research methods into project 


design. F, S, Su. 


Change to 


prereqs 


COMM 495 Q Communication 


Internship (1-3 credits) (Prereq: COMM 


140 and COMM 274 and at least 60 


credit hours) The guided internship 


requires 40 (for 1 credit), 80 (for 2 


credits) or 120 hours (for 3 credits) of 


on-site work, a journal, and a final 


paper. This experience provides students 


with practical application 


opportunities of their knowledge and 


skills, introduces them to employers in 


their field of study and enhances 


networking opportunities. This course 


may be repeated for up to six hours or 


six hours may be taken concurrently 


with permission from the instructor.  F, 


S, Su.  


COMM 495 Q Communication 


Internship (1-3 credits) (Prereq: 


COMM 140 and must have earned and 


currently be enrolled for 60 credit or 


more) Provides professional experience 


and instruction while working with a 


media or communication organization. 


Topics vary by internship but may 


include professional planning, best 


practices, and evaluation of 


organizations. Students gain 


professional communication knowledge 


and skills, and networking opportunities 


with professionals in their field. 


Requires 40 (for 1 credit), 80 (for 2 


credits) or 120 hours (for 3 credits) of 


on-site work, a journal, and a final 


paper. May be repeated for up to six 


credit hours. F, S, Su.  


Change to 


prereqs 


JOUR 200 Interactive Journalism Basics 


(3 credits) Covers the basics of 


journalism writing, video production and 


editing, and the AP Stylebook. F, S, Su. 


JOUR 200 Introduction to Journalism 


(3 credits) (Prereq: ENGL 101 and 


ENGL 102) Covers basics of journalism 


writing, video production and editing, 


and the AP Stylebook. F, S, Su. 


Change to 


prereqs 


JOUR 308 Public Opinion and 


Propaganda (3 credits) (Prereq: JOUR 


COMM 308 Disinformation and 


Propaganda (3 credits) Explores how 


Change to 


prefix, prereqs 







201) Offers historical analyses of 


propaganda as persuasive 


communication and explores how public 


opinion and propaganda impact each 


other and society. F, S, Su. 


public opinion and manipulative 


communication practices impact each 


other and society. Topics may include 


defining and recognizing propaganda, 


persuasion in strategic communication 


campaigns, propaganda as a tool of 


warfare and terrorism, contemporary 


disinformation, and the role of popular 


culture in propaganda. Students learn to 


recognize disinformation in democratic 


and authoritarian societies and to resist 


manipulative media content. Offered as 


needed. 


JOUR 310 Writing for Broadcast (3 


credits) (Prereq: JOUR 304) An 


introduction to broadcast media, as well 


as reporting. Students learn components 


of script writing, videotape editing, and 


the impact of broadcast. F, S, Su. 


JOUR 310 Broadcast News Writing (3 


credits) (Prereq: JOUR 200 and JOUR 


201) Covers how broadcast newsrooms 


operate, from editorial meetings to live 


news programs. Students write scripts 


report, edit, and produce for newscasts. 


Topics may include journalists' 


professional obligations to serve the 


public and the pressures journalists face 


in changing digital environments. F 


Change to 


prereqs 


JOUR 314 Q TV News Reporting (3 


credits) (Prereq: JOUR 304 and JOUR 


310) Introduces students to television 


news reporting, with a focus on 


shooting, writing, and editing packages 


for broadcast. Students learn reporting 


judgment, practices, performance and 


technical skills through experiential 


projects. F, S, Su. 


JOUR 314 Q - Broadcast News and 


Sports Television Reporting (3 credits) 


(Prereq: JOUR 200) Covers how to 


shoot, write, and edit packages for 


broadcast news and sports coverage. 


Students learn on-air performance skills, 


reporting judgment, and camera 


operation through experiential projects. 


Students finish with professional reels 


of their work. S 


Change to 


prereq 


JOUR 316 Entertainment Media (3 


credits) Examines the entertainment and 


network industry in Hollywood, New 


York, New Jersey, North Carolina and 


countries around the world, including 


television networks and movie studios. 


Topics and fields of study include 


casting, development, script coverage 


and script analysis. The course may 


cover location shooting; career choices 


in the industry; and comparison 


of biographies of writers, directors, and 


producers in the media entertainment 


industry. Students leave the course with 


a thorough understanding of the 


operation and management of the 


entertainment industry. F, S, Su. 


COMM 316 Entertainment Media (3 


credits) Examines the entertainment 


industry in the United States, including 


television networks and movie studios. 


Topics may include scripts, casting, 


location shooting, career choices, and 


biographies of people working in the 


industry. Offered as needed. 


Change to prefix 







JOUR 317 Television Studio Production 


(3 credits) (Prereq: JOUR 200 or JOUR 


201 or permission of the instructor) 


Introduces students to the practice of 


television studio production with a 


special emphasis on producing and 


directing. Set designs and lighting plot 


plans are examined and determined for 


each production, whether for broadcast, 


cable, corporate media, community 


media productions, or not-for-profit 


organizations. Studio crew positions 


such as assistant director, floor director, 


camera operator, switcher, video 


recorder, audio engineer and graphics 


operator are rotated for each assignment 


to make students aware of their specific 


techniques. Projects are competed in a 


real-time environment. Post-production 


is not considered for this class. F, S, Su. 


JOUR 317 Television Studio (3 


credits) Introduces television studio 


production, with special emphasis on 


producing and directing. Topics may 


include set design; lighting plans; and 


planning for broadcast, cable, corporate 


media, and community productions. 


Students gain experience as assistant 


director, floor director, camera operator, 


switcher, video recorder, audio 


engineer, or graphics operator. Projects 


are completed in real-time, without post-


production. Offered as needed. 


Change to 


prereqs 


JOUR 320 Broadcast News (3 


credits) (Prereq: JOUR 201) Students 


study the evolution and impact of 


broadcast news through critical 


examination of broadcast news coverage 


of key historical events. Pioneers in the 


field are also examined. F, S, Su. 


JOUR 320 Broadcast News (3 credits) 


Covers the development and impact of 


broadcast news by examining key 


historic events and pioneers in the field. 


Students learn current broadcast news 


practices. Offered as needed. 


Change to 


prereqs 


JOUR 365 Women and Media (3 


credits) A survey course about the 


history of women’s roles and 


contributions in media, employment, 


and media effects on women. F, S, Su. 


COMM 365 Women and Media (3 


credits) Examines the history of 


women’s roles and contributions to 


media industries. Topics may include 


employment opportunities for women 


and media effects on women. Offered as 


needed. 


Change to prefix 


JOUR 489 Journalism Special Topics 


Seminar (3 credits) (Prereq: JOUR 200 


and JOUR 201; or permission of the 


instructor) Exact topics vary, but each is 


an interdisciplinary seminar 


emphasizing the relationships between 


journalism, mass media, and various 


aspects of society. The course may be 


repeated for Journalism elective credit. 


Topics may include broadcast radio, 


sports journalism, international 


journalism and web design. F, S, Su.  


JOUR 489 Special Topics in 


Journalism (3 credits) Provides in-


depth, interdisciplinary study of special 


topics related to journalism. Topics may 


include broadcast radio, sports 


journalism, international journalism, or 


social media. The course may be 


repeated for journalism elective credit. 


F, S.  


 


Change to 


prereqs 


JOUR 495 Q Journalism Internship (3 


credits) (Prereq: JOUR 201, JOUR 304, 


and either JOUR 305 or JOUR 310) 


Students receive professional experience 


JOUR 495 Q Journalism Internship 


(1-3 credits) (Prereq: JOUR 305 or 


JOUR 314 Q, and must have earned and 


currently be enrolled for 60 credits or 


Change to 


credits, prereqs 







and instruction in a substantial 


internship while working 10 hours per 


week with a local media organization. 


Contracts outlining content, supervision, 


and grading criteria must be approved in 


advance by the dean of the College of 


Humanities and Fine Arts. This course 


may be repeated for up to six credit 


hours with permission from the 


instructor. F, S, Su. 


more) Provides professional experience 


and instruction while working with 


journalism-specific media or a 


communication organization. Topics 


vary by internship but may include 


professional planning, best practices, 


and evaluation of organizations. 


Students gain professional journalism 


knowledge and skills, and networking 


opportunities with professionals in their 


field. Requires 40 (for 1 credit), 80 (for 


2 credits) or 120 hours (for 3 credits) of 


on-site work, a journal, and a final 


paper. May be repeated for up to six 


credit hours. F, S, Su. 
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Faculty Senate 


 


March 2, 2022 


Meeting Minutes 


www.coastal.edu/facultysenate 


 
Note: The remarks of the senators and others are summarized and not verbatim. The recording 


of this meeting is available in the Faculty Senate Recorder’s office.


 
 


PRESENT: Jim Arendt, Ariana Baker, Aneilya Barnes, Miranda Brenneman, Brian Bunton, 


Teresa Burns, Thomas Castillo, Subhajit Chakraborty, Deborah Conner, Crystal Cox, Victoria 


DePalma, Wanda Dooley, David Duncan, Kelly Elliot, Diane Fribance, Paul Gayes, Matthew 


Gilbert, Vladislav Gulis, Siming Guo, Jeffry Halverson, Steven Hamelman, Kyle Holody, 


Suzanne Horn, Emma Howes, Yun Sil Jeon, Sheena Kauppila, Robert Killins, Drew Kurlowski, 


Corey Lee, Brian Lee, Kristi McIntyre, Amber McWilliams, Leann Mischel, Susan Montenery, 


John Navin, Shari Orisich, Eric Resnis, Sara Rich, Gillian Richards-Greaves, Erin Rickard, Jose 


Sanjines, Gary Schmidt, Kimberly Schumacher, Dory Sibley, Don Sloan, Lauren Stefaniak, Jake 


Voegel, Hongxia Wang, Daniel Williams, Lisa Winters, Frederick Wood, and Tally Wright. 


 


 


SUBSTITUTIONS: Jonathan Smith for Jonathan Acuff, James Abdallah for Andrea Bergstrom, 


Katie Lupton for Steven Bleicher, Marlena Ryba for Kerry Schwanz 


 


ABSENT: Menassie Ephrem, James Everett, Justin Guilkey, Jakob Lauver, Justin Lovich, Arlise 


McKinney, Jorge Perez, Andy Weinbach 


 


 


APPROVAL OF MINUTES: The February 2, 2022 minutes were adopted without any edits by 


unanimous consent 


CONSENT AGENDA: March 2, 2022 consent agenda was approved by unanimous consent. 
 


PRESIDENT, PRVOST AND OTHER ADMINISTRATIVE REPORTS 


 


Travis Overton gave a report on behalf of the administration: 


• President Benson continues to work with legislators in Colombia. CCU was the first 


signature on CHE letter on ability to teach with academic integrity. Travel next week for 


senate budget hearing.  


• In the February board meeting, the BOT approved Vanessa Wyche to be the commencement 


speaker for May.   


 



http://www.coastal.edu/facultysenate
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Assistant Provost of Student Success Initiatives, Daphne Holland shared a presentation regarding 


new programs coming out of student success center.  


 


EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REPORT 


 


Brian Bunton, Chair, reported the following: 


 


• Undergraduate Administrative Actions #15-17 and Graduate Administrative Actions #5-9 were 


generated and approved from the Feb. 2, 2022 meeting.  


• Congratulations to all colleagues who received votes from BOT on their promotions. 


• Report to BOT that is on senators only channel will go on the additional resource page for all 


to view. 


• The remainder of Faculty Senate meetings, through July, will be held on Teams. 


• March 16 at 4:30 in Wall 309 there will be informal meeting for any that would like to come 


and discuss anything. If successful, it may be a recurring meeting. 


  


 


COMMITTEE REPORTS- None 


 


OLD BUSINESS- None 


 


NEW BUSINESS  


       


A. Academic Affairs Committee  


Teresa Burns moved to postpone consideration of the motions brought from Academic 


Affairs: 1). Motion to introduce a new policy ACAD 139; and 2). Motion for change to the 


Academic Status Policy, until the April meeting. Motion was seconded by Diane Fribance 


Motion to postpone until April was approved by unanimous consent. 


 
 


B. Calendar Committee (moved and seconded out of committee)  


1. Motion: Proposal for revisions of the Fall 2023 and Fall/Winter 2024 calendars.  


The motion passed (50 in favor, 1 not in favor).                                   


      


C. Teresa Burns brought a motion to adjust timing of student evaluations; seconded by Susan 


Montenery. 


1. Motion: Proposal to adjust the timing of student evaluations in ACAD-127: Student 


Evaluation of Courses for Spring II 2022. 


 The motion passed ( 52 in favor, 0 not in favor). 


 


D. José Sanjines brought a motion, on behalf of AAUP-CCU, to adopt a resolution; seconded by 


Don Sloan. 
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1. Motion to adopt resolution “Defending Academic Freedom to Teach about Race and


Gender Justice and Critical Race Theory”.


The motion to endorse the resolution is adopted (47 in favor, 2 not in favor)


Resolution- 


Defending Academic Freedom Freedom to Teach About Race and Gender Justice and Critical Race Theory.pdf


ANNOUNCEMENTS - none 


GOOD OF THE ORDER-none 


With no further business, the meeting adjourned at 5:23 p.m. 


Respectfully submitted, 


Christina Genovevo 


Faculty Senate Recorder 
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TO:   Coastal Carolina Faculty Senate 
FROM:  AAUP–CCU Executive Committee 
RE:  Resolution: Defending Academic Freedom to Teach About Race and 



Gender Justice and Critical Race Theory 
Date:   24 February 2022 
 
 
RATIONALE: 
 
WHEREAS state legislative proposals are being introduced across the United States 
that seek to limit academic discussions of racism and related issues in American 
history in schools, colleges and universities;  
 
WHEREAS bills H. 4325, H. 4799, and H. 4605 currently being considered by the South 
Carolina House Committee on Education and Public Works are directed at limiting 
various aspects of curricular content in higher education curriculum — including 
Critical Race Theory (CRT), gender, and LGBTQI related issues; 
 
WHEREAS the Coastal Carolina University Faculty Manual (5.2.1) affirms the 
importance of academic freedom to the proper functioning of universities, and has 
adopted the two following statements from the American Association of University 
Professors: “Freedom in the Classroom,” and the AAUP’s 1940 Statement of Principles 
on Academic Freedom and Tenure;  
  
WHEREAS faculty have responsibility for the curriculum at their universities, as 
affirmed by the AAUP Statement on Government of Colleges and Universities (2.b); 
 
WHEREAS addressing systemic barriers to realizing a multiracial democracy based on 
race, gender, or sexual orientation, should be understood as central to the active and 
engaged pursuit of knowledge in our time; 
 
WHEREAS over seventy organizations, including the American Association of 
University Professors (AAUP) and the Association of American Colleges and Universities 
(AACU), issued the Joint Statement on Legislative Efforts to Restrict Education about 
Racism and American History (June 16, 2021), stating their “firm opposition to a spate 
of legislative proposals being introduced across the country that target academic 
lessons, presentations, and discussions of racism and related issues in American 
history in schools, colleges and universities”; 
 
WHEREAS the aforementioned document declares that, “in higher education, under 
principles of academic freedom that have been widely endorsed, professors are 
entitled to freedom in the classroom in discussing their subject. Educators, not 
politicians, should make decisions about teaching and learning”; 
 
WHEREAS the Coastal Carolina University Mission affirms a commitment to “create a 
diverse and dynamic student-centered environment”; 





https://www.scstatehouse.gov/sess124_2021-2022/bills/4325.htm


https://www.scstatehouse.gov/sess124_2021-2022/bills/4799.htm


https://www.scstatehouse.gov/sess124_2021-2022/bills/4605.htm


https://www.aaup.org/report/freedom-classroom


https://www.aaup.org/report/1940-statement-principles-academic-freedom-and-tenure


https://www.aaup.org/report/1940-statement-principles-academic-freedom-and-tenure


https://www.aaup.org/report/statement-government-colleges-and-universities#:~:text=When%2520an%2520educational%2520goal%2520has,and%2520procedures%2520of%2520student%2520instruction.


https://www.aaup.org/news/joint-statement-efforts-restrict-education-about-racism#.YT6FBJ5Kgqw


https://www.aaup.org/news/joint-statement-efforts-restrict-education-about-racism#.YT6FBJ5Kgqw


https://www.coastal.edu/aboutccu/mission/
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WHEREAS Coastal Carolina University is committed to diversity, equity, and inclusion; 
 
WHEREAS Coastal Carolina University’s Strategic Plan established accessibility, 
inclusion and diversity as one of its six strategic goals;  
 



WHEREAS the South Carolina Commission on Higher Education Statement in Support 
of Academic Integrity and Responsibility, which was signed by CCU’s President Michael 
T. Benson on February 3, 2022, values and honors viewpoint diversity, academic 
integrity and responsibility for both faculty and students, intellectual honesty, and 
expects South Carolina’s public institutions of higher education to embrace and 
protect these principles; 
 
WHEREAS in a nation that has for centuries struggled with issues of racial inequity 
and injustice, many students do not have adequate knowledge of BIPOC and LGBTQI 
history and the policies that contributed to inequities, Coastal Carolina University has 
a responsibility and opportunity to help build equity and social justice. 
 
RESOLUTION: 
 
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Senate resolutely rejects any attempts by 
bodies external to the faculty to restrict or dictate university curriculum on any 
matter, including matters related to racial, gender and social justice, and will stand 
firm against encroachment on faculty authority by the legislature or Boards of 
Trustees. 
 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Senate stands with our K-12 colleagues 
throughout the state and country, who may be affected by this pernicious legislation 
when they seek to teach the truth in U.S. history and civics education. 
 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that Senate calls upon our University leadership to reject 
any attempts by bodies external to the faculty to restrict or dictate university 
curriculum on any matter, including matters related to racial, gender and social 
justice, and will stand firm against encroachment on curricular matters by the 
legislature or Boards of Trustees. 
 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Senate affirms the Joint Statement on Efforts to 
Restrict Education about Racism, authored by the AAUP, PEN America, the American 
Historical Association, and the Association of American Colleges & Universities, 
endorsed by over seventy organizations, and issued on June 16, 2021. 
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Faculty Senate Motion Submission Form 
 
Complete this form for all proposals to be considered by the Faculty Senate and send to the 
Faculty Senate Chair (senchair@coastal.edu) and Recorder (srecord@coastal.edu). The meetings 
and proposal submission deadline dates may be found on the Faculty Senate website at: 
www.coastal.edu/facultysenate.  
 
 
Meeting date: 
 
 


 
A brief title/summary/name of the motion: 
 
 
 
 
 
Name of the individual, committee, office or department submitting the motion: 
 
 
 


 
Existing policy, practice(s) or procedure(s) relevant to the motion (if applicable): 
 
 
 
 
 


 
Proposed new or change(s) to existing policy, practice(s) or procedure(s): 
 
 
 
 
 


 
Justification for the proposed action(s): 
 
 
 
 
 


 


March 14, 2021


The Student Life Committee met with Erin McDonald who provided changes and updates regarding the
Student Code of Conduct. She was able to provide insight regarding the proposed change prior to the Student Life Committee 
formally voting on the changes. Administrative/non-substantive: shifts terminology from “hearing” to “meeting”. This 
language is consistent elsewhere throughout the Academic Integrity code. This meeting took place on March 14, 2022.


Tiffany Hollis, Chair of the Student Life Committee


The current language and the proposed language are both outlined in the attached 
memorandum.


The Code of Conduct is updated regularly. The changes were as follows: This change replaced hearing 
with student-faculty meeting and updated the title. replaces "assistant dean for student conduct" with "
associate dean of students" in 4 separate places to reflect title and responsibility changes in 
administration.Please see the attached changes in the current language and the proposed language 
amendment that was made regarding the wording used. 


The Code of Conduct is updated regularly. The changes were related to the verbiage used through the conduct process and was 
amended to align with its usage in other areas of the handbook. Administrative/non-substantive: shifts terminology from “
hearing” to “meeting”. This language is consistent elsewhere throughout the Academic Integrity code. 







